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Editorial 
MERCY. Just for one month, let us off 
about the deliberate mistakes, will 
you please? I expect you found a few 
in October's DU. I hope you did ... I 
don't want totally blind readers. Let 
me just say, you should have seen it 
the way ... you nearly got your old 
front page back, you know, the one 
that says 'Sunshine Publications'. I 
don't want to mention the P**stal 
**rik* in Dragon User ever again, but 
there was a wee bit of a rush. And we 
have a new typ,eset op (Linda), totally 
Innocent of any Dragons in the past, 
and a new paste-up person at the 
same time,and Pete pleading writer 's 
block (but we got him in the end. 
Send him some letters and cheer him 
up.) and you can have hours of fun 
drawing in the Dragon logo on the 
Crossword page yourself . 

I realise by saying this that Iam call
ing Mr. Sod downon this issue, but we 
are watching ... 

Further details about the Colour 
Computer Convention from Dragon
fire on page 5 within. Don't forget to 
golf you can. ThisistheDragonshow 
of the Autumn. We want one next 
Spring. 
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How to submtt •rticlff 

The quallty of the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month will, to a very great ex
tent depend on the quality of the discoveries that 
you can make with your Dragon. The Dragon 
computer was launched on to the market with a 
powerful version of Basic, but with very poor 
documentation. 

Articles which are submitted to Dragon User 
for publication should not be more than 3000 
words long. All submissions should be typed. 
Please leave wide margins and a double space 
between each line. Programs should , whenever 
possible, be computer printed on plain white 
paper and be accompanied by a tape of the 
program. 

We cannot guarantee to return fNefY submit· 
ted article or program, so please keep a copy. If 
youwanttohaveyourprogramreturnedyoumust 
include a stamped addressed envelope. 
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Atari nice 

to Dragons 

THEfollowingisanextractfrom 
a recent Atari magazine: 

"Its use of custom chips rather 
than standard off-the-shelf 
designs makes its architecture 
one of essential economy. 
Following on. in fact. from the 
mould set by the Dragon, would 
you believe. Their design, 
thoughan8-bit, was very much 
a pioneer." 

Isn't is a nice change to see 
another magazine giving the 
Dragonabitofcredit;insteadof 
making fun of it? 

Finally, a big thank you toan at 
Dagon Userand all the software 
houses which continue to sup
port the Dragon. Keep up the 
good work. 

DavidBeckwith 
3 Cholsey Road 

SeigeCross 
Thatcham 
Newbury 

Berks 
RG134GH 

YES INDEED, although most 
ex-users remember the 
Dragon with affection; it'son
ly the boring old newcomers 
whothlnkitwasatoymachine 
like the ZX81 . 

Now, it would be useful to 
metoknowwhom wrltthatllt
tlebit, and lnwhlchmagazlne 
It appeared and, if possible, 
when. Information is power, 
Can you oblige? 

Dump help! 


WHEN I modified the screen 
dump program from the 
November 1987 issue (for the 
Brother 1009 printer) for disc 
use (under SuperDOS E6). I 
couldnotmakeitworkproperly; 
the tall sideways dump printed 
out a large dark band as well as 
tihediagram. lwasablewithabit 
ofexperimentingtogetthestan
dard printouttowork, but notthe 
sideways one. Can anyone 
help? My printer is the Taxan 
810S. 

DA Craig 
2 Milebush Close 

North Road 
Ca"ickfergus 

BT38 7RX 

Every month we wlll beshelling out a game or two, 
courtesy ofour supplies, to the reader/.s 
who send themost Interestingor 
entertaining letters. Sosend 
usyour hints and your opinions, 
send usyour hi-scores and 
suggestions. Send us your 
best Oregon stories. What 
d'youthlnkweare, 
mind readers?! 

I put a spell on you 

READING Jonathan Cart· 
wright's piece on Data Trees In 
theJulyissues, Iwasimpressed 
by the simplicity of his spelling 
checker. However, on more 
matureconsideration, lwonder 
if it would work! The algorithm 
detects whether each pair of let
ters in a given word is 'legal' 
within the framework of ac· 
cepted English spelling prac
tice, and toa serendipitous peck 
proponent like myself, or the 
putative author of The Silent 
Miaou it would seem ideal. On a 
keyboard, mydelicate fingers (I 
am six foot five) often spread 
over two keys. Yet Isense a pit· 
fall In the system that he is 
employing : 

Legal words: :batter, better, bit· 
ter, butter .• Possible words: 
botter(bo, ot, ttarelegal in those 
positions, but this is not an 
English word)' . Similarly, bath 
and both and possibly beth are 
English, but bitb and buth 
are not , but they are still 
legal. 

The permissible combinations 
of pairs of letters in En~lish 
should lend themselves to the 
typeofmanipulation described 
in the article, buttheunfortunate 
fact is that not all permissible 
combinations and groups are 
actually in use. The language 
thatwedouseis, probably ,50% 
redundant (Doubtless that 's 
why/have tocutmyfeatures by 
50%. That 'sacomton: Ed.)(see 
Pete Gerrard's piece on gravel 
in his Write: ADVENTURE col
umn in the same issue) without 

Let's start at the bolter and 
work up: I think that would be 
Interesting. About 1000 
wordsatatlmelsthemostac
ceptable, with examples 

Invoking those 'words' that we 
douse. 

The awesome fact of redun
dancy in the language is fre
quently brought home to me by 
the difficulty that Patricia, who 
work$ hard as the co-ordinator 
ofthecharityofwhichlamchair· 
man (since she kindly offers to 
type correspoodence for me) 
has in matching my vocabulary 
with her commercial shorthand. 
ThetroubleWithallcurrentshor· 
1hand systems is that 
allophones (Could that be 
homophones? Ed.) are 
representedbysimilarsymbols 
even if their meanings are dif· 
ferent. Hencemyoccasionalat
tempts to do this kind of thing 
unaided. 

The proof reading on DU 
seemstohavebeenundertaken 
by just such a routine. I refer to 
the somewhat garbled printer 
dump on page 3 of the July 
issue. Thelistingasprintedwas 
confusing to say the least. The 
omission of some characters 
and the apparent substitution of 
others mde tt difficult to read. 
Could it be reprinted at some 
time? 

Wouldyoulikesomethingon 
the use of Dragon Basic as a 
structured language? The ma· 
jorityof listings I haveseen inDU 
seem to violate every principle 
dinned Into me when I had to 
learn how to cope with com· 
puters. promiseyouthatlwould 
try to express anything that I 
wrote in a simple version of the 
language. 
Eddie Wren, 20ClarenceP/ace. 

GravesendKent DA 12 1 LO 

and any necessary llstings. 
This ls a goodplacetograb 

mygreen eyeshadeand recy
cle some tips for all the pro
spective scribes I have sum 

Ribbon you 
can't refuse 
ANYONE who is having touble 
ln finding a ribbon for their 
GP-100A, give me a ring on 
0473-71 8898, Mondays and 
Wednesdays only, 5o'clockon
wards please. 

Chris Sheppard 
119 ShetlandClose 

Ipswich 
Suffolk 

IP43DZ 

moned this month: 

The first rule of sound 
technicalwriting, astaught be 
every authority, Is •keep It 
simple, concise and direct'. 
TechJoumaHsm(asopposed 
to report wrHlng) differs only 
In that the active tense Is 
preferable to the passive 
tense. ("The computer was 
pluggedIn and booted" - by 
whom, may I ask? Say "I 
plugged In thecomputer, and 
booted It."). Avoid con
vulvulacircumloculatlflca
tlon and other words over 
three syllables. Above all, do 
not try too hard to force a 
'writing style'. Editors can 
always cross out anything 
they don't like. That Is what 
they are there for. 

They are also there to retype 
programming tips for the let
tens page, as such tips rarely 
arrive In a camerable state. 
They check them. They get 
them typeset. The typeset
ting machine mangles some 
of the charactens (yes. ft 'a all 
done by computers). If they 
are lucky, they get to check 
themagaln.lfnot, theydon't. 
I can't r~heck that llsting 
unlessHarveyofThreeTrees 
writes to me and tells me 
what's wrong, as I have lost 
the orlglnal. Which Is 
doubtless why there are er· 
rons In It. You don't read the 
Evening Standard, then? 

No amount of editing ex
perience prepares one for the 
honors lurking In computer 
listings, and I Include listings 
taken straight from the 
computer. 

Theflrstpersontocomeup 
with a suitable definition for 
'botter' wlll get one of those 
tapes from the MBB. 

· 
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Too old for 
Experts! 
COULD you please1ell me if the 
promised secr·et code for 
Rolabalfwil lbe published soon , 
as lamgettingnowherefastwith 
the game! 

I am glad 10 see that the 
change inownershipofDragon 
User doesn '1 seem to have 
altered the magazine in any 
way. Please keep up the good 
work of keepling the Dragon 
'alive '. 

I was sorry to read that Pam 
D'Arcy has followed the same 
path as many other Dragon peo
ple and turned to other work. It 
was particularly disappointing 
after Pam produced Formula 
One which had to be one of the 
best games tor the Dragon in a 
very longtime. 

I would have volunteered 
myself tor the Arcade Arena 
spot,butl amtoobusyinwork at 
present and also, lthink, l 'malit
lle too old ! 

lam22yearsoldandworkas 
a computer operator. I own a 
Dragon 64 (an upgraded 32, 
really), plus twin disc drives. I 
use the Amstrad DMP2000 
printer. I use the Dragon mainly 
forgamesplaying. I havealarge 
col lection of software built up 
over 5 years. My interest at pre· 
sent is trying to get as much ot 
my tape-based software to run 
on discaspossible. Orange Sol· 
trware have been a great help 
latelly, but putting my 
Ouickbeam games. including 
Duplildisk 2ontodisc for me for 
a small fee. 

lhaveaproblemwithChuckie 
Egg + from Paul Bu1rgin it 
transfers to disc properly, but 
doesn't run . Can any of the 
readers help me? 

Onceagain ,keepupthegood 
work andcontact me if I can beof 
anyhelpwithmybackissuesof 
Dragon User. Sorrythis letter ls 
solong .ltwasonlygoingtobea 
quick note! 

Geoff Thomas 
35 Weig Fach Lane 

Fforestfach 
Swansea SA5 SAY 

WELL, there you are, another 
one who's too busy with his 
world Pam always knew that 
the demands of earning a 
crust would pull her away 
from the Dragon again, but itis 
ironic to think that it was her 
work on Formula One which 
becamethe'CV'thatgothera 
new commission in another 
field. 

Talking ·Of this, the Probyn 
Brothers, who do our 
crossword, recently wrote to 
tell me that, thanks to their 
Dragon samples, they gained 
a commission to compile a 
book of crosswords. Not on 
the Dragon, alas. They won't 
stop writing for DU, but they 
have somethlng new in store 
just after Christmas. 

Yes, I think it's about time 
onofourregularsletonabout 
theRollaballdodge, tho' with 
the new version of RB releas
ed fairly recently, we may be 
kept in suspense ablt longer. 

Perhaps Paul himself can 
propose a solution to your 
hard-boiled Egg. 

Raring to 
research 
IN answer to your request in 
September's editorial,. I have a 
completecollectionofDUsand 
of Dragon Stop Press and 
Dragon World (such as they 
were before Dragon folded), 
plus a numbet of Cuthbert 
Chronicles. I woulld be happy 10 
research aspects of the 
Dragon's pastfrom this source 
material if your readers are in
terested . 

Brian Thomas 
51 AshoverRoad 

O/dTupton 
Chesterfield 

S426HH 

MANY thanks to all the 
readers who wrote In to say 
that they had stocks of back 
Issues. Brian has even 
graspedthenettleflrmlybyof
fering to do some reserach. 
Now lwlllhaveto 'getmyhead 
together' betwe~n hasty 
bouts of typing and think out 
exactlywhattosaytofolkwho 
are willing to do some 
winkling-out and looking-up; 
but it would be nice to look 
back over the Dragon's long 
and interesting history from 
the perspective of 1988 we 
havealotofspeculationabout 
'what Is going on' in the 
postbag, so It Isn't Inap
propriate to check out 'what 
has went on ' . 

Look carefully and you 
should find an article about 
the historyof the TandyCoCo 
in this Issue. 

On the same tack, thanks 
also to the other, unacknow· 
ledged people who sent 
material about the Dragon 

Professional. I think (hope) I 
still have that in my files 
somewhere, after running 
someofItonthesepages, and 
wemaybeabletodraw·onthat 
at sometime In the future. 

One thing our historical 
record reallydoes lack is any 
published documentation on 
the history of Eurohard's ef· 
forts to rela.unch the Dragon. 
Various people have sent 
news over theyears, butit re
mainshearsay in the end. Any 
verified news sources from 
Spain would be most ln
te resting . 

Dump help 
again! 
YOURDownintheDumpsart i
cle in November 1987 came 
neartomyrequirements,butnot 
near enough. I have a Brother 
HRSprinter. Can anyone tell me 
how to modify the M1009 pro
gram for use with the HRS? I 
presume all I needtoalterarethe 
EXC codes in E'FDC to EFEC. 
Your help would be ap
preciated . 

Keep up the good work. 
RF Roach 
Trenel/an 

Manaccan 
Halston 

Cornwafl 

Use for 
utilities 
I have been a reader of your ex
cellent and enjoyable magazine 
sincethelatterpartof1983.and 
although it is obvious that the 
number of programs submitted 
has decl ined, the quality of 
those that are is much im
proved. 

Not being very expert in the 
programming field, especially 
machine code , I fi nd it 
frustrating sometimes to have 
what appears to be an ex· 
cellent utility to hand and not 
know how to incorporate it fully 
into another program. I have 
mnaged to use COL-64 in a 
Basic program , but such 
utilities as Windows , for exam
ple, which appeared some 
time ago, leave meat a loss. Are 
there more exper1 amateur 
programmers out there who 
can show how to use such 

utilities to their tullest advan· 
tage? I am sure someone must 
havedonethisfortheirown use. 
Any takers? 

Alsoacryforhelp: Ihave been 
giv·en a numberof old Dragon 
programs , one being 
Microdeal 's Telewriter, dated 
1983 . Unfortunately , t he 
manual had gone missing, so 
apart from having worked out a 
few of the editing commands, I 
am completely in the dark as 
how louse this word-processor 
to its fullest extent. Is anyone 
willing to help? If so, I would be 
very gratefu I. 

John R Winchurch 
21 The Spinney 

Brack/a 
Bridgend 

Mid-Glamorgan 

THISisnottheflrstrequestwe ' 
have had for more help with 
utilities, so I will appeal for
mally for anyone who feels 
theyreallyhavethelrbestutill
ty sorted out to get in touch 
with DU If they would like to 
write It up. 

I will also have a word with 
Brian Cadge about Windows. 
I know his nose is k.ept fairly 
well to the grindstone by the 
demandsothls~b,buthe was 
grumblingrecently aboutthe 
lack of letters occasioned by 
the (yawn) postal strike so I 
may be able to nobble him 
while he is waiting for stocks 
to build up again. 

I put the Improvement In 
Dragon User programsdown 
to a fierce editorlal selection 
policy and pulllng out of 
fingernails. No, but seriously, 
DUI readers must realise that 
theyhaveaccessthrough DU 
to people who have been 
decldated to exploring the 
Dragon's possibilities for 
years, and have refined their 
knowledge of the machine. 
DU also gave up publishing 
pages of short programs 
many years ago, as we (I ln
cludetheformeredltor,John 
Cook) felt that readers 
weren't getting the mileage 
tromthesethatthespacewar
ranted. There are plenty of 
programming Ideas to be 
gleaned from the pages of 
Dragon User as It is. 

This of course brings us 
back to the subject of 
mastering the art of external 
routines, utilities ... and even 
whole packages which turn 
up without the Instructions. 
Any offers of assistance will 
be looked at with our 
customary care, and no nail 
pulling. 
Promise. 
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If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware 
please write to The Newsdesk at 49 Alexandra Road . Hounslow . Mrddx TW3 4HP NeWS deSk 

Kouga gets the ball 

rolling again 


Kouga Software is to release a 
new game, called Ball Dozer, 
which, according to John Foster 
of Kouga, " Has many of the 
featu res of the coin-op 
Arkanoid, with bonuses floating 
down the screen, including 
lasers and an extra-fast bat, 
among others" . The game 
features 30 screen " full of 
deviously placed bricks to knock 
away", and a bonusgameafter 
screen30. 

Ball Dozer was written in 
machine code by Stewart Or
chard. Kouga are looking for 
further authors, and are offer

ing around 50% royalites . 
Orange Software will be 
marketing disc versions of 
Kouga's games at the same 
price as the cassette versions, 
and wil I be representing Kouga 
attheColourComputerShowin 
December. 

"I have at last subscribed to 
DragonUseraddsFoster. "lean 
afford it now because of the way 
sales ofMandragore have been 
going." 

Perhaps one day Kouga will 
be so big that they can afford to 
plough a few bob back into the 
pressintheformofadvertising. 

Getyouradson 

... and while we 're talking of longest memories need up
advertising, Dragon suppliers, dating and reminding about 
don't forget that the December what you have on your lists, and 
and Christmas issues are com special offers are especially 
ing up, when the Dragonworld is temptingaroundthistime,solet 
looking for Christmas gifts and us know - soon! • if you want 
presents to spend the ir advertising spaceinoneor both 
Christmas money on. Even the of these feSt,ive issues. 

Copy dates 


New keyboards 
make contact 

Siegfrieds Schraubenzieher 
GbR SSZ, Hardware
Erweiteru ngen fur Ih ren Dragon 
have been in touch to say that 
holidays and office removal 
have prevented them from be
ing in touch sooner, and that 
they are a very small company 
producing add-ons for the 
Dragon. The interface, mention
ed on Dragon User's August 
Newsdesk, with a hardware 
clock and add-on keyboard, 
features 94 keys including 1 O 
function keys and a number 
pad . 

The interface board comes 
with an English manual and soft· 
wareforDOSandOS-9. The full 
interfacecosts£49.95including 
P&P, and a clock-only version 
costs £33.34. 

A knowledge of soldering is 
needed to install the interfaces 
inthe Dragon. 

The company ' s new ad· 
dress is Siegfrieds 
Schraubenzieher GbR, Alex
ander Groschel , Mittlere 
Schulstasse , 0 -8520 
Erlangen, Bundersrepublik 
Deutsch land. 

Life on the cheap 
SIMON Harg.rave of Solve-Soft, 
last seen heading for more com
mercial pastures, has been in 
touch to say that his series of 
adventure games is still 
available from Solve-Soft as a 
package at £20thefour, a sav
ingof£5. 

The titles involved are Star
crash, The King's Quest, The 
Quest for the Meaning of Ufe, 
and The Heir of Tyos. 

For purchasers who already 

have one ormoreof the games, 
a concessionary price of £4 per 
game is available . 

The games are also stocked 
by Orange Software, but 
Dragon User's understanding is 
that , atthe presenttime, thisof
fer appl ies only to games 
ordered from Solve-Soft 
directly. 

Solve-Soft , Crawley H ill 
Farm, Uley, Dursley, Glos. 
GL11 SBH. 

Undauntedby the VikingsofHigh Wycombe, theStratfordupon Avon 
Vintage CarRally, SundayLunch at the Bridge Club andGoldie the 
G<it, the Editorreceives the October Issue CompCopy from the hands 
ofGordon L96. Dragons try harder! 

Advertisers! Please get your 
copy to us for setting by the end 
of the third week in the month 
PRIOR to the date of publica
tion. Ad. copy for the Dec
ember issue should be 
with us for setting by the third 

week in October . Self
originatedcopy(DTP'd)can be 
with us a week later. Any. later 
than that and you 'll have to run 
behind the postman and hand 
theadsoutyourself.Saveshoe 
leather! Send us your copy. 

THE National Dragon Users 
Group will be releasing 
a desktop publishing pack· 
age early next month . The 
program is a licensed con· 
version of a USA CoCo pro
gram by Falsoft, 'improved, 
enlarged and converted 
to Dragon DOS', and will sell 
foraround£12. 

NDUG 's Paul Grade said: 
"Our DTP program is as simple 
and as cheap as we can make it, 
all menu-driven, so that no in
struction manuals are needed." 
Wew hope a review will follow 
shortly. 

Enquiries to NDUG , 6 
Navarino Road , Worthing, 
Sussex. 

Don't forget the Colour Computer 

Convention in Weston-Super-Mare 


on 4th December. 
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I THE FIRST NATIONAL I 


COLOUR COMPUTER CONVENTION 

- for Dragon a Tandy Colour ownen! 

10am until 3pm 

SUNDAY, 4th, DEC:EMBER 1988 


THE AROSFA HOTEL, LOWER CHURCH ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE 
ENTRANCE£1 .50 AOULTS/£1 .00 CHILDREN 

-DISABLED MAY ENTER FREE

COME ALONG and join the rest at the First National Colour Computer Convention tor Dragon and Tandy Colour owners! 
Everyone who supports the Dragon and Tandy will be there supporting YOU, so pop along and support them! They'l l have 
NEW software- with releases AT THE SHOW-and much, much morel Bargains everywhere/ Meet the people, and see the 
faces behind the names! A show that simply must not be missed by ANY Dragon or Tandy ownerZ! 

**THE GREAT**

* * * £100+ PRIZE DRAW * * * 


FREE To ENTER - MUCH To BE WON! 

- BRING THE FAMILY FOR A GREAT DAY OUT! 
NEAR BUS AND RAIL STATIONSI 

EASY ACCESS FROM THE M4, MS Ii M& 
EASY PARKING IN NEAR-BY CARPARKS 

DON'T MISS 111 

PLEASE PAY AT DOOR - (DISABLED FREE) 


ORGANISER - DRAGONFIRE SERVICES (0495 292088) 


MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DRAGON 
With our great value hardware and software: 

SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 64 DISK SOFTWARE 
For Dragondos (please state version) ForDragon 32164 wi th 
BASIC 42 Extended Basia £1 4. 95 Dragondos/Cumans DOS 
Prinl on ht-res scroon. wlo1 stanttatds pl'l0<11 oommand$ 
us.in9 a 42 by 24 layou1 .reool1nall/4!character sets, w in s. Pi 11 ie(Mindsoft) £14.9S 
inverted video. unde<lonong. 1epeallng keys ele S!ill 233.35 loon-driven drawing program . Requires ;oyst1ck . 
by1es free lo 6ASIC DSKDREAM (Grosvenor) £1 9.95 

The S1aJKlard Dragon Editor/AssemblerExtra Utili ties for BASIC42 
D.R.S (Grosvenor) £9.95 HElP UTILITY £5.00 

Change cursor characte1, scrorl dosatlle pause l1s11ng. M act11ne ooc:tedatabase. On lape, ford1sk 
BREAK disable, 11Tij)(OVe<l TRON. " p and err0< messages. SOURCEMAKER (Pamcomms) £B.50 HARDWARE 

Disassembler for use witll DSKDR EAMSPOOL UTILITY £5.00 VtGLEN 40/80,lracicdrhrea, nc Car1 ridge: 

Use Computer whde printing 3 SK pr>nt b<Jller Single Drive (180-721<) £Ul9.95 DISK·KIT (Pamcomms) £9.95 


Dual Drive (360-14401() 1:289.95 Sor1 ouf your d k problems. err0<s etc . ICONS UTILITY £5.00 D,rivesonly: system ,price LESS 1:70.00 
Pu1 icons in your programs' Controlled tly cursor or joyslic-k. Add-on seconddrlvewlth ' "d1t1duck" 1:134.95 MONEYBOX (Harris) £1 4.99 
Commanll510 define. cl&ar. klad and say" icon po51t1onsand Home and small business accounts programSupe!dosCartrlelge wllh manua·1 t7S.OO 

Superdos conlroller (OOSchiponly) 1:10.00 
ndows 

MAILBOX (Harr is) t16.99 
Blank disks (packs ol 10):STRUCTUA UTILITY £5.00 Selective mailing lls1 program40 Iracll doubll!-sid!!d [ 4 ,9 5 

ptocedures. 1mprOlled loop controls with WHILE. WEND, 80 t.raclc doubll!-slded £S.95 SHAREBOX (Harri s) £16.99 
REPEAT. .UNTIL etc. t 2.1S Manage )'Our stocks and shares 

Sltuctured BASIC on the Dragon Allows named 

Oisk library box{hotd s 101 
Disk Head c leaner disk t4.7S 

DOS UTILITY £5.00 SALESBOX (Harr is) £19.99 
Enter all DOS commands., plus LIST, EDIT elc by cu1sor o< MACGOWAN SOFTWARE Balance brought forwara Sales Ledger 
JOV51ick For Dr11go1132164 wm1DTllfJondos/Cum11na DOS BILLSBOX "Harris) £19.99 

PRINTERCONTR:OL ·FROM £24.95 KLIK UTll.ITV £14 .95 Balance brougt\t forward Purchase Le.ager
Ate•• AND graptllcs processorPoim and cl ick operation 01 the &ntl1e system. th pulkJown 
OU MPER • FROM £5.95 CASHBOX (Harris) £19.99 menus, pom er, tf•slogue bo•. control b<Jttons and help 
\lersa111e r.,..localat>le screen du mp pr0ogram Doutll~ntry Nominal Ledgermessages. lnctucles se1e<:t1•e d rectories. repeating 
COLOR PRINT • FROM £6.50commands. •mproved 9d11>ng. setup module Des top 
PMODE 3 51;reen dump program STOCKBOX (Harris} £19.99 

acc~ies 1nciud1t a dis -based spooler. memo pad, 
STAIRLITE • FROM £8.00 Full-featured Stock Control program 

$11apshel, and )Otter. 
Ligh1pen so11ware. w ith pnm dump ORDERBOX (Harris) £16.99 MONITOR/ASSEMBLER • FROM £1 5.00SPECIAL OFFER BASIC 42 + KUK £24.95 Invoicing linked to Sales o r S tockPrineer oriented assembler 

• Pricesvaryw1th pr1n1er . pleasespoc1fy 

Prices include UK postage.Overnight delivery (UK) ADO £5 

ChequesJP.O.'sJFurther de1a;1Sldealer enquiries 1o : 


HARRIS MICRO SO,FTWARE 

49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 4HP Tel: (01) 570 8335 oRT,j 
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Custom control of cas1h assets The proof 01 

Title: Business Finance Recor
ding System 
Supplier: Llewellyn Robins 
Studios, 64 Enbourne Ad., 
Newbury, Berkshire AG 146AH 
Price: on application 
THIS isacomprehensivebook
keeping system for the small 
business owner. It provides all 
necessary records for the VAT
man as well as reporting such 
vital things as which accounts 
are overdrawn and who owes 
you money. It runs on the 
Dragon 64 under OS-9, and re
quires the Dragonplus board 
from Compusense. 

It must be said at the outset 
that the program has similar 
aims to Dragon Data's own 
CashandVA Twhichwas releas
edasanOS-9package. Indeed 
the author of the present 
package, Llewellyn Robins, 
wrote it to remove some of the 
frustrations he had experienced 
whileusingCashandVATover 
a long period of time. His deci
sion to make use of the 
Dragonplus board stems from a 
desire to improve the display of 
theall-importantandextensive 
menus, which he had to split 
over several screens in the 32 
column display of the original 
version, and to make use of the 
extra 64K of memory to vastly 
improve the speed of operation 
andgivemoreroomonthedisc 
for accounts files. At the same 
time this does limit the number 
of potential users. 

Llewellyn has not just 
modified Cash and VAT, 
however. Since the original 
authors have 'gone away', this 
new program is completely 
rewritten and includes extra 
headings and catagories suited 
to his own photographic 
business. The source files can 
of course be adjusted so that it 
can be tailored to the user's re
quirements , andwillbesupplted 
'made to measure'. The pro
gram is being ottered to improve 
the range of business software 
available and has been 
thoroughly tested in the author's 
own business. Thecost will de
pend on the amount of work en
tailedbutthemainaiminputting 
it on the market is to allow others 
totakeadvantageofthe'blood , 
sweat and tears' (not to mention 
thesacrificesmadebyhis 'com-

put er widow') in the writing of it 
rather than to makea substan
t ial profit . 

lmustconfesslfound itanim
pressive package. My review 
copy had minimal instructions, 
but despite the complexity of the 
program it is simple to use and 
the menu system is so well 
thought out that I was using it 
confidently after just a few 
minutes of experimenting with 
the disc of dummy data 
provided. 

A small procedure first in
itialisestheextra64Kofmemory 
asaramdiscand automatically 
copies onto this a number of 
special program modules. The 
disc is then replaced by a format
ted discand you are ready to go. 

From now on, response to 
commands is virtually instan
taneous apart from when files 
aresavedtoorretrivedfromthe 
data disc. Themainmenuoffers 
thechancetoenternewfiles, to 
updateoramendexistingfilesor 
to obtain reports. The reports 
may be to screen or printer and 
may be detailed or just sum
maries. The VAT register may 
also be consulted in several 
ways and will produce a full 
printed audit trai l. 

Other options allow reports 
on bankaccountsandtranslers 
between deposit and current ac
counts. payment of credit card 
accounts etc. A special option 
allows program parameters lo 
be set , so that if the VAT rate is 
changed this can be entered 
permanentlyintotheprc;igram, 
as can printer page lengths. etc. 
CashandVATrequiredtheVAT 
rate to be entered each time a 
trans action was recorded. 

Once a transaction is re
quested a new menu with no 
less than eighteen different 
categoriesof income or expen
diture is offered. Apart from the 
sale of one's grandmother it is 
hard to think of a category not 
covered. Having chosen the ap
propriate one you are prompted 
for full information including 
chequenumbers, whether pay
ment has been in partorfulletc .. , 
At each stage you can correcter
rorsorpresstheXkeytoescape. 
Once yourinformation has been 
entered. a quick look atthe Bank 
account enquiry shows that all 
necessary adjustments to your 

balance have been made and 
that all other necessary files 
have been corrected. At least 
1500 transactions are possible 
on one data disc th ree times as 
many as on the old program. 
Normally a new disc wou ld be 
used for each quarter and 
necessary information on bank 
balances is automatically 
transferred onto the new one. 
CashandVA Tcould notdothis. 
The new program allows discs 
tobe swapped to look at another 
quarter. and either monthly or 
quarterly summaries can beob
tained. 

I certain ly could not fault the 
operation of the program, or its 
user friendliness , and had to dig 
deeptofindanyniggles.Myon
lysuggestion for improvement 
is in the way the date is input. 
Firstlytheprogramonlyaccepts 
one date format, for example 
01 .06 .88, and if you forget that 
andenter01 .6,88ittreatsthisas 
a different periodoftime.Asmall 
subroutine to accept various 
types of input would not have 
taken much more memory. 
Also . s ince OS-9 requi res 
the date lo be set at boot
u p, could this not be 
automatically used if, say , 
ENTER is pressed? 

Reviewing a program such 
as this makes me fee l sad. 
If the Dragon had had a proper 
80 column display mode built 
in and been properly market
ed then a program such as 
this would have sold like hot 
cakes . After all , with the 
Dragonplus and OS-9 it 
makes CP/M computers and 
evenPCDOSseem reallyctum
sy, which they are. If there is 
anyone out there whooperates 
a small business and has the 
necessary hardware, then you 
would be foolish not to take 
advantageofthisexcellentand 
efficient program. Becauseofits 
restriction1ndemandingspecial 
hardware I must give it four 
Dragons, otherwise I would 
certainly give it five . 

Davfd Rothery. 

the tarts is 
how hungry 
you are 
Title: Diamond Manor 

Supplier: Dragonfire Services, 

13 Parry Jones Close. Blaina, 

Gwent NP3 3NH . 

Price: £3.00 


FORsomepeculiarreason I feel 
that a game called Diamond 
Manor should be a platform 
game. Thankfully though I don't 
have to do another review of a 
Manic-Minerclone as the game 
isinfactatextadventure,oneof 
quite a few now in theDragonfire 
range. 

The scenario is that you have 
to steal a black diamond from a 
mysteriousandatfirstseeming
ly impenetrable manor. Your 
task is aided by the fact that you 
are a cat burglar(that's an agile 
burglar, not a person who steals 
cats, dear reader) . Despite this 
quality your task is still tough. 

You start off on a pathway, 
your nasal passages tickled by 
the smeU of tarts; that 's a 
description new to me, and I can 
only remember a handful of 
timesthissensehasbeenmade 
use of. 

Exploring further away from 
your initial position you find dirt 
tracks, hills, wasps nests and 
the door to the mansion itself. 
The writer as anyone would 
rightly do has made sure the 
doorisclosedandthatyoucan't 
open itaproblemthatyou need 
tokeepat thebackofyourmind 
while you explore. 

One disappointing factor in 
my opinion though is that the 
location descriptions are terse 
to say the least. For instance: 
'You are on a small d irt road' 
does not exactly inspire the im
agination to create ame ntal pic
ture of the surroundings. 

Having made that point 
though 1 must say that I would 
find it difficult to say anything 
more enthralling about a dirt 
road myself. 'You are walking 
along a small winding dirt track 
road. the orange glow of the 
setting sun gleaming from the 
pools of slimy black mud ' 
doesn 't really have that picture 
postcard feeling, so perhaps 
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here the author was right to opt 
for simplicity. (Try playing a 
chorus of 'Down the Dvstpipe ' 
Ed.) Once you get into any task 
though location descriptions 
pass unnoticed and here you try 
your best to get into the safe 
obl ivious of the dirt roads 
outside. 

The whole thing is portrayed 
on screen in standard 
green/blacktextwhich I nowfind 
disappointing having seen th is 
format for so many years . 
Vocabulary is fairly extensive 
with in most cases choice of 
verbs , for instance ifyouwantto 
drinkyoucannotonly 'drink' but 
' sip' . All in all thereare over60 
oommandswhichareenteredin 
thestandardwayofverb-noun. 

The game is not one of the 
hardest that I've ever played, 
but is not exactly easy either. 
There are added difficulties, like 
the gardener who wanders 
around either pinching what 
you're carrying or imprisoning 
you if you ' ve nothing worth 
stealing . 

One interesting point is that 
my copy is an early version. 
Dragonfireareironingou ta few 
'bugs' before release all of 
which will have beendonebythe 
timeyoureadthis.AndrewHillof 
Dragonfire describes these 
bugs as spelling mistakes and 
punctuation omissions as well 
as an error in one location as to 
your accessible directions. As 
for spelling and punctuation, it's 
nice to knowthattheyreallycare 
about their products, especial
ly when the faults are barely 
noticeable: it's careless things 
like the inconsistent spelling of 
'metre ' in Olympia that bothers 
me. 

Dragonfire could easily leave 
this title as in my copy but take 
pleasureinsell ingthepubl icthe 
product perfect. As an adven
ture alas it is not perfect It's pret
ty much a run of the mill type 
adventure, but not bad. · 

Philip Stott 

is not a serious fault , it would 
have been much nioertodisplay 
amessagesayingthatthedirec
tory isempty. 

The enhanced directory 
facility is really super . Output 
can be channeled to either 
screen or printer and not only 
lists the file names. but also 
their position on the disc and 
the start , fin ish and exec ad· 
dresses to boot The printer 
output is very neatly laid out , 
with a space between each file 
and the file name printed in 
bold type. The latter could pre
sent problems for some users , 
asno information is supplied as 
to how to reconfigure the pro
gram for a different printer. It 
works well on my Amstrad, 
which is Epson tx compatible , 
but ifyourprinterusesadifferent 
code for bold type then it could 
cause a problem . As the pro
gram is written in Basic, asimple 
remedy presents itself . Pulser 

need only print the number of 
the lines containing the printer 
codes so that the user could 
simply change the codes and 
reconfigure the program. 

All these criticisms are of a 
fairly minor nature and, when 
thepriceoflheprogram is taken 
into account, fade into in
significance. A more serious 
problem isthatthecopy routine 
is geared to a two drive system 
andcannotmakeacopyofapro
gramusingasingledrive.Allthe 
other fac ilities will work equally 
well on one ortwo drive systems. 
My advice to any disc user is to 
get yourself a copy of this pro
gram and use it to make copies 
of itself on all your discs. Once 
you have used it, you will wonder 
how you ever got by without it. 

RN Hewson 

But will it stick? 

Simplest is best 

Program: Copycat(utiliy) 
Price: £3.49 inc p&p 
SuppUer: Pulser Software, 36 
Fox.hill, High Crompton, Shaw, 
Oldham, OL2 7NQ 

AT some time or another most 
disc users will have had to in· 
dulge in a little 'housekeeping' . 
by which I mean tidying up the 
disc, deleting old unwanted files 
and copying all files relevant to 
a particular activity, onto a 
separate disc. This is probably 
one of the most tiresome chores 
in computing. Pulser Soft\.Vare 
have come up with Copycat. 
Written in Basic, thi.s simple little 
program will be invaluable to 
disc users . 

Copycat is a program that 
uses a single choice method to 
either Ki ll , Copy, Protect or List 
the protection on any or all the 
fi les on a disc. The only menu 
the program presents is the one 
thataskswhichoftheaforemen· 
tioned tasks you wish to per
form. Once that choice is made 
then all others requ ire yes or no 

manipulateallthefilesorjust in· 
dividualfiles, and as the system 
worksitswaythroughthedirec
tory it always otters thefacilityto 
abort or treat all the remaining 
files. At any of these points typ
ing 'Y' would treat only the fi le 
whose name is displayed. 

The search fac ility is a little 
disappointinginthati,tdoesnot 
repeat. Granted, it does search 
out a file even if the whole 
filename is not entered ( opyc will 
normally find copycat) . 
However, the system seems to 
think that it is infallible and 
automatically assumes that the 
first match it finds is theonethat 
you want. In addition to this a 
repeating search facility would 
make it much easiertocopyall 
the text files by entering .TXT 
when in search mode. 

A small source of annoyance 
is the way Copycat deals with 
emptydirectories. llaclean disc 
is put in, and it is attempted to 
copy a file from it then an error 
occurs . The same thi1ng hap
pensattheendoftheKiltroutine, 
when the program attempts to 

Product: Seal 'n ' Type key· 

board cover. 

Price: £5.95 

Supplier: R&AJPreston, Kings 

HallCourt,StBridesMajor, Mid . 

Glam, CF32 OSE 


THESea/ 'n 'Typeisaclearflex· 
ible plastic cover ingeniously 
custom made for the Dragon 
keyboard.llconsistsofaflexible 
PVC seal which is attached 
directly over the keyboard with 
double-sided sellotape and a 
stripofVelcro.Theobjectofthe 
cover is to fully protect it at all 
times against spills , dust, ash 
and grime. whi le enabl ing typ· 
ing through it apparently unim· 
paired. 

The theory is sound and the 
instructions concise, although 
they do not mention the Velcro. 
Fitting theoretica.lly is easy: all 
youneedisaruler,ahairdryeror 
blow heater and some warm 
fingers; all you havetodoispush 
out thecoverkeys, fit them ovef 
the k.eys of the keyboard , attach 
thedoublesidedtapebypeeling 
off the backing, ditto for the 
Velcro, and Bob 'syour uncleor 
is he? 

I have a plastic 'Microguide' 

pack interface attached, plus 
the usual Dragon accessories 
scattered about, five left lhumbs 
oneachhandnotwithstanding . 
Fortunately with patience and 
bad l1anguage I managed tosuc
cessfullycarry out an extreme
ly simple rouHne which anyone 
should be able to manage with 
ease. 

Finally came the moment of 
tri.umph and I started to type 
through itforthefirsttime. Clear 
it maybe, simple it maybe, but 
the sensation is difficult to 
describe: the sense of feeling 
isn't quite there, and somehow 
formeitdetracts romthetyping. 

Theproblemwithbuyingmail 
order isoftenthatyoucannottry 
first . Thetheoryofthisdeviceis 
first rate, the practicality ob
vious, fitting for mostwill be very 
easy, and yet somehow I 
wonder if the investment was 
really worth it. However, I will 
persevere if only to get my 
money's worth . 

I will in due course report on 
how it wears. Forthetimebeing, 
iflweretoawaredragonsforthis 
on a sca le of fivem it would be 
three. 

RN Hewson 
answers only. Eachof'hemain displaythedirectoryforthedisc, cut-out around my keyboard 
procedures a!lowb you to and finds it empty. Although this plus a fold-back cover , a multi· ~'~ 
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Something stirred • • • 

Roger Merrick digs into the history of the Tandy CoCo. 

I bought what may have been the last 64K 
Tandy Color Computer in the country. 
Knocked out at £29.95, for me it was a very 
inexpensive solution to the high cost of 
upgrading a Tandy Coco (a service no 
longer available from Tandy), but an ig· 
nominious end to the High Street presence 
of one of the greatest and most enduring 
6S09 based machines. 

Without the Coco, the Dragon would 
have been a very different beast, if it had 
existed at all. As the Coco never sold very 
well in this country, it is likely that its pass· 
ing will go otherwise unremarked. A 
measure of how small the user base must 
be is that although the machine was on the 
market for several years longer than the 
Dragon, and although Tandy had them on 
sale in many high streets, no group or 
magazine solely devoted to the CoCo has 
ever existed on a national scale in this 
country. The machine was virtually 
disowned by the 'Trash 80' (TASSO Model 
1, 3, 4 etc) tans. 

The Coco has had an amazingly long 
lifetime in computer terms. through a 
period of rapid change and development. It 
wasfirstshown in the US in July 19SO, atthe 
same time as the (long dead) TASSO 
Model Ill , so it has been with us for eight 
years. 

The design has, despite idiosyncrasies, 
proved to be remarkably adaptable and, 
even today, can be recognised as 
foresighted. It was originally issued in a 
large grey case with (can you bel ieve) 4K of 
Ram, BK (non-extended) Basic Rom, and 
what was described as a 'deluxe' keyboard 
(push button). It offered 'Color ', plugged in· 
to a domestic TV, and came complete with 
cassette, joystick and Rom pack ports. The 
most forward-thinking inclusion was the 
RS232 port as standard. 

A month later, a modified version of the 
machine was introduced as a dedicated 
terminal for an American Prestel-type ser
vice called Videotex. Unlike Prestel , 
Videotex used a 32 by 16 format screen 
(sound familiar?). 

Precious memory 
The reason for choosing the 6847 where 

the screen display is a 'box' or 'window' in 
the TV screen is that this requires a smaller 
amount of memory, wh ich was in those 
days precious and expensive. A small 
number of characters per line enabled the 
display to be used on a domestic TV, saving 
the user the cost of a monitor. This, in 
retrospect, can be seen as an unsuc
cessful direction to take. The amount of 
time consumed by the family computerist 
aggravates the typical family who might be 
expected to prefer watching the events of 
Albert Square to the disassembly of the 
Basic Rom. Long periods spent peering at 
a TV screen are bad for the eyesight. Still , 

that was the way ii went. 
Father Christmas could have brought 

you a 16K Extended Basic model for $599. 
For approximate British prices, just call 

the dollars 'pounds'. By contrast, the top of 
the range TASSO Model Ill was $2495 for a 
32K ram, twin track drive, with a 
monochrome display. The entry machine 
with 4K was $699. Tandy's first dot matrix 
printer retailed for nearly $1500. 

It was 1981 beforetheCoCoappearedin 
Britain, by which time the 400 price tag, 
plus the lack of immediate application in 
comms, and the competition from 
homegrown systems resulted in lacklustre 
sales. (It was impossible to get any infor
mation from Tandy regarding sales until 
mid 1986 when to the great surprise of in· 
dustry commentators, Tandy began to 
report their claimed sales figures. For the 
first quarter of 1986, a time when the 
machine must have been past its first flush 
of enthusiasm, Tandy claimed 37,000 
CoCo sales in the US. However. similar 
figures for the UK are not available). 

Although the machine was 
on the market several yers 
longer than the Dragon, no 
group or magazine devoted 

solely to the CoCo has 
existed on a national scale 

in this country. 

Then there was the software - mainly 
Rom-packs available at $25 upwards for 
(typically) 4K of code. By the way, a totally 
unexploited feature of the Rom slot is that it 
can store and load nearly 32K of code, 
despite the cartridge space being only 
about 16K. How? Simple, the Rom pack 
can contain two banks of 16K Rom; bank 
zero is loaded into Ram , then bank one is 
switched in and the program is executed . 
This isa design feature of the cartridge port 
and can be discerned from published Tan
dy data and applies to the Dragon. Can 
anyone name a Rom pack to use this? 

Just a few months later and the nation 
was in the grip of the 'Home Micro Boom'. 
Enter, from nowhere, the Dragon. 

The Dragon's specifications and price 
tag combination hit the CoCo's already 
precarious market position . Dragon's 32K 
Ram, e.xtended Basic, real keyboard with 
parallel printer port and monitor as well at 
TV output for 199 make the CoCo's 16K 
pushbutton keyboard, no monitor output, 
no parallel printer output (but plus RS232) 
for 400 look sick. Along the way, CoCos 
with 32K and 64K options became 
available. 

Rumours were originated in my hearing 
by Tandy salesmen of the Dragon's poor 
quality. I was told 'unofficially' of 'an aircraft 
hanger full of duff Dragons. They use in
ferior components. If you buy one of those, 
statistically you 'll need to send it back 
three times before you get a machine that 
works. Oh, and pay by cheque, they may not 
stay in business long enough to cash it.' As 
you see, I didn't forget. I'm still waiting for 
my Dragon to develop a fault , by the way. 

Exaggerated 
The Dragon did annoy Tandy, and not 

least because a year earlier they had ob
tained an injunction to stop Lowe Elec
tronics importing and marketing the Video 
Genie, an enhanced copy of the TASSO 
Model I. The Dragon was just sufficiently 
incompatible with the Coco to avoid this 
fate. But again, these incompatibil ities 
were never fully and accurately 
documented, and they were over· 
exaggerated . 

Dragon Data Ltd, of course, shot to obli
vion . In early 1984, the Color Computer 
was relaunched in a repackaged, 
redesigned and repriced hi-tee white case 
with a real 'real ' keyboard , updated Basic 
Rom, more software and incompatibility 
with 'series 1' disc controllers. 

Your Computer magazine reviewed the 
software and hardware combination of the 
new CoCo 2, the 'series 2' disc drives and 
OS-9. They pronounced themselves 
favourably impressed. It is a nicely styled 
machine, and the looks have been carried 
forward to the CoCo3 and the 1000EX. 

In some ways, the Dragon's abili ty to run 
Tandy CoCo software was part of its undo
ing Dragon Data and other companies 
launched out of date software written for 
the smaller memory CoCos, software 
which promised much and delivered little. 

Amusingly, Tandy did not arrange to sell 
third party software until the Dragon was 
well established (indeed, Dragon Data 
were not trading) . These programs were 
written for the Coco in the States, con
verted by Microdeal for the Dragon, had 
their marketabil ity tested on the Dragon , 
and were then reissued for the Coco. At 
one point in the collapse of Dragon Data, it 
appeared thatTandy UK might actually buy 
and sell oft existing Dragon stock. The biter 
bit? But it never happened. 

Lost interest 
A range of matching peripherals drifted 

onto the market, but at the very time it 
needed promotion, Tandy seemed to have 
lost interest in promoting home micros in 
Britain. Internationally, they had seen their 
position as one of the top three micro 
manufacturers in 1980 (with Apple and 
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Commodore) eroded until they were just 
running with the field ; the published sales 
figures showed their MSDOS machines 
were the biggest sellers. Their strange 
marketing policy of only stocking their own 
products in their stores meant that th ird 
party support for the Coco had to exist by 
mailorder. This policy has now been drop
ped ; Uwas too late for the Coco, but now 
you can buy an Amstrad. 

The CoCo had been evaluated for use in 
schools as part of the MEP programme 
that brought us the (not so) very wonderful 
Beeb. The CoCo was rejected because it 
did not offer upper and lower case as stan
dard. Tandy never made any attempt to 
deal with this problem by either software or 
hardware, until the introduction of the 6847 
Tl , a version of the VDG with selectable 
lower case character set. This chip must 
have appeared from late 1985 onwards, 
but production was discontinued almostas 
soon as it was introduced . In th is country, 
promotion of the CoCo had stopped and 
although machines were on sale with the 
lower case chip, the feature was not 
documented. The system defaults to the 
'normal ' state of reverse field for lower case 
when anything is printed to the screen. If 
you have a Coco 2 and wish to test whether 
it has the lower case chip, try this: 

10 FOR X = 1 TO 255 : POKE 1024 + X, X 
: NEXT 
20 POKE &HFF22, PEEK(&HFF22) OR BO 
30GOT030 

This little routine d isplays the character 
set , sets the 6847to display lower case and 
a white border, and holds the screen 
display by looping at 30. Tandy users 
without Extended Color Basic must use 
65314 instead of &HFF22. (If you want to 
upgrade to Extended Basic, contact me). 

1ln CoCoOS-9 V1 .1 or later, try the follow
ing, which can be built into the startup 
routine: 

TMODE TYPE,,,1 
DISPLAYE 
DEBUT .FF22 
..50 
a 
TMODE .1 -UPC 
(Control 0) 

Th is tells the system that a lower case abili
ty is in the terminal, primes the system, 
sets the bits (primes the hardware), tells 
the termina l and finally switches on lower 
case with a coloured border. OS9 users 
have the advantage over others that the 
lowercase displaywill remain in use until it 
is turned off. 

For Dragon users wondering about the 
possibilities of this chip there is only bad 
news. Ihave not tested this, bull believe the 
chip cannot be simply substituted for the 
old6847ontheDragon'sPCB(ifl 'mwrong, 
please correct me). And it is out of pro
duction . 

The point has been made elsewhere that 
the CoCo system shows signs of having 

'just growed' a 64K system has the Basic 
starting plonk half way up the memory 
map; direct page is from address 0 up
wards; insert a disc system and you have 
direct page, text screen, disc system 
variables, graphics. user Ram and then 
the Basic. Topped off. in CoCo's 64K for
mat, by 16 or SK of unaddressable Ram, 
followed by more system. Why, we ask, 
didn't it get designed from address Oup
wards system, Basic, disc, cartridge, 
graphics, user Ram? I suppose because 
the opportunities the system offered were 
exploited and developed over time. 

What of the future? You probably already 
know of the coco 3 only available in the US 
at present, though some time ago Tandy 
sales persons were dropping hints that , 
'soon', maybe next year, 'a new machine, 
that 's compatible with the present Coco, 
may be introduced.' Well it's a year later. 

But I hope the C.oCo 3 happens here. 
The new machine uses custom chips to of
fer total display and software compatibility 
with the present CoCo. but PLUS selec
table 40 or BO column display. A custom 
memory manager chip allows 512K Ram. 
The machine powers up in good old 
Microsoft Extended Color Basic, but 
Microware Super Extended Basic is on
board , to be switched in when requ ired , 
and with a disc connected, OS-9 level 2 
can be booted. 

If this machine does appear over here, 
the only quesron we'll be asking is: can we 
upgrade our existing machines? 

New from Prestons 
5 games on one cassette - Mublingly, Cecil Plays 21, Roulette, Craps, Telepathy only £2.99 

Autorun II £2.99 . Hotel on Mayfair - a Monopoly-style game £2.99 
Star man Jones - the follow-up to Caverns of Chaos£1 .99 Dodo£ 1.99 

Disc: Kung Fu the Master £2.99 Temple of Doom, Sword and the Sorcerer2on 1 £2.99 

Ruby Robba, Perilous Pit, Desperado Dan 3 on 1 £2.99 


SV4 inch lockable Disc Box holds 

50 discs - including 20 51/4 inch discs D/S DID only £18.50 


Printer lead £5.50 Cassette lead £2.99 Oust cover £2 

Speed King joystick £12.95 Trojan light pen £12.95 


At last! A''Seal'n'type" cover for your keyboard. Keeps the dust, coffee etc. from 

damaging your keyboard, and you can type through it. On'IY £5.95 


Send for our free catalogue. 

All items include VAT. Postage 50p per item. Overseas post 

£1 per game or lead, all other items£2 each. Visa & Access. 


See us at the Colour Computer Convention 

4th December in Weston-Super-Mare 


R & AJ Prestont Kings Hall Court, 

St. Brides Major, Mid Glam CF32 OSE 


Phone 0656 880965 

Dragon computer repairs are possible at Mills Associates, 


Wonaston Road, Industrial Estate, Monmouth, Gwent. 
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DRAGONSWORD! 

Paul Grade takes a monthly stab at setting the world to rights 

HAVE you ever managed to discover why 
you bought a computer? Did you want to 
Join The Age of New Technology? Or 
believe a computer would Help You With 
Your Business? Or were you one of those 
whowatched all thesci-fifilmsandthought 
acomputeroouldtellyoutheAnswerstoAll 
Your Questions? 

If it was any of those reasons, you must 
have a lot of bruises by now from kicking 
yourself for wasting all that money. The 
same applies, of course, if you were merely 
trying to keep up with current fashions, 
because by the time you 'd carted your 
Wonder Machine home and plugged it in it 
had been made obsolete by the Even 
Newer Mega Machine With Added RAM 
for Whiter Whiteness. 

You just can't win, can you? Because 
having lumbered yourself with that horribly 
expensive lump of plastic, you then found 
that it needed a printer, and of course you 
had to buy the best , so you spent a medium 
sized fortune on a daisywheel one, only to 
discover in the next batch of reviews that it 
couldn't handle the graphics you simply 
HAD to have, so you rushed out again, 
stopping only to arrange an overdraft , and 
bought an NLQ dot matrix, which was fine 
really, except that all the experts sudden tty 
started proclaiming that only a brainless 
peasant would use anything less than a 
24-pin printer, so what could you do but 
phone Amex to increase your credit limit 
and head out again to buy one of these 
Ultimate Peripherals. 

Still , broke and exhausted though you 
were, you had the satisfaction of knowing 
even the Joneses couldn't keep you with 
YOU, exceptthat no one could possibly use 
a cassette recorder with a computer, it had 
to be a fast tape drive, so once more unto 
the shops ... but then of course the bus got 
stick in thetraff1c, and by the time you even
tually got home the manufacturer of your 
fast tape drive had gone out of business, 
and anyway, no one could possibly use 
anything so crude and slow, so pausing on
ly to pawn the canary and hang For Sale 
notices around the kids' necks, it was back 
to the shops again, wasn't it? It was nice of 
them to put all that red carpet down for you , 
but even nicer of them to sell you that 40 
track single sided drive for a mere couple of 
hundred pounds, ifs just that everyone 
else had decided that double sided drives 
were the in thing, so you had to plod all the 
way back to change it , and then it didn't 
help because meanwhile 40/80 track swit
chables had become the only possible 
kind of drive to use. It didn't make a lot of dif
ference really, because the friendly 
Building Society had already repossessed 
the house, the kids only fetched a tenner 
each, the bank had taken the cat, and 
you 'd lost the pawn ticket for the canary, 
but YOU HAD THE ULTIMATE SYSTEM, 
except that the computer boom was over 
and you couldn't even give the damned 
thing away, so the only thing lett was to try 
to use it. 

This doesn't apply to you, of course, 
because you bought your computer to 
Help You With Your Business, didn't you? 
And it did, right up until the time that nice 
man from the Receiver's Office came and 
took it away along with the rest of the firm . 
It really was a good investment, it reduced 
paperwork by 50%, although ifs strange 
how your stationery bill went up by 800% in 
the first month atter you bought it , and of 
course by judicious use of spreadsheets 
you were able to forecast that by next year 
you would be well into making your thi rd 
billion ... must have been the unexpected 
market fluctuations or something like that , 
otherwise you wouldn't be a registered 
bankrupt now, would you? Naturally, it sav
ed you a fortune in accountant's fees, and 
it was most unreasonable of the Court to in
sist that not paying VAT was your fault , atter 
all, there was nothing about VAT in the soft
ware manual, was there? Still , never mind, 
think what a mess your business would 
have been in without the help of a com
puterised system ... 

Sorry, I almost forgot you, sitting there in 
thecornerwatchingtheoldStarTrekvideo. 
It really was unfair of the manufactuters not 
to mention that computers need software, 
and that unlike the ones seen on the box , 
you have to load a program , and then call 
up a file, before you can ask your machine 
a simple little question like " If the answer is 
42, what is the Question?", and then it 
comes up with some peculiar code 
message in the corner of the screen and 
flatly refuses to communicate with you at 
all. Spock never had problems like that. 

Has it ever crossed your tiny SK mind 
• that you have been conned? Ever thought 

that compu ters might NOT be the newest 
wonder of the world? and that the com
puter industry might have the same life ex
pectancy as a flying instructor with a 
kamikaze squadron? Yes, I am fully aware 
that this is heresy, and that I will probably 
be burned at the stake as soon as M 15 and 
the CIA have fin ished with me, but who 
wants to live forever? The one thing that 
really worries me is that people have 
become so gullible now that generally they 
don't even want to know when they've been 
conned. Remember the old tale about th e 
King's New Clothes? What happened to 
the brat who blew that con job? There's no 
mention of him living happily ever atter, is 
there? 

I know this can't apply to you. You 're 
hard-headed, logical, calculating and un
connable. But why are all those people 
who keep rushing out and insisting on buy
ing the lastest computer hardware? A com
puter is only a box of switches, there is no 
magic involved and it has about as much 
intelligence as a politician . 

I admit that a computer has some uses, 
although they are usually the things that 
nobody uses it for, but it 's primary use has 
always been the extraction of money from 
punters. I bought one originaHy because 
much of my work is connected with the 

repair of machinery, and as 'computerised 
control' was creeping into just about every 
kind of machinery, I reckoned I ought to 
learn something about the things. One 
thing I learned qui.ckly is that most 
machinery works better without it . 

Computers could have been a great help 
to a lot of people, and made life much 
simpler in business and engineering , etc., 
and they could have given a lot of people a 
very cheap and instructive hobby, but the 
entire industry and its hangers-on decide<:! 
that it was too good a chance to miss. the 
chance-in-a-million to foo l all of the people 
all of the time, so we got hardware firms 
bringing out new machines every month 
(fully non-compatible, of course) . with new 
added Ram. the wonder ingredient that 
makes the price bigger than big , and there 
were thousands of mega-games at only ten 
times their real value, and finally, the 
business systems, guaranteed to solve all 
your problems, at prices which made even 
a healthy credit card start to melt. 

None of this fooled you , did it? You knew 
this wonder technology was worth every 
pound, you had to have the best , and that 
meant keeping up to date. 

Did it ever occur to you that you could 
write the software yourself, that you didn't 
need to change your machine just 
because it was no longer being pushed by 
the manufacturer, that not only could you 
have written programs tor your own use, 
but you could have made a little cash by 
marketing them as well? And that even a 
smaller computer than the Dragon can 
handle files and programs limited in size 
only by the capacity of Its discs? 

If the punters weren't so gullible, the 
manufacturers would have been forced to 
adopt a more realistic policy, machine 
compatibility would have been a necessity 
in order to sell the th ings, and prices would 
have dropped accordingly. More to the 
point , the 'home compu ter boom' would 
never have happened, and there would in
stead have been a lower-key but much 
more permanent market, and more pro
gress, because manufacturers would have 
been forced to improve the product instead 
of merely changing it and adding a new 
case. 

The decline and fall of the Home Com
puter Empire is the direct result of the 
greed of manufacturers and the gullibility 
of the public. It could have been something 
really good, really useful , instead of just 
another rip-off, but don't blame the com
puterfirms ... if you hadn't been so eager to 
have it easy, they couldn't have conned 
you. 

If that's all just history, then how 
come Atari, Amstrad, Commodore etc. 
are still selling mediocre products to 
willing mugs? They aren't all first time 
buyers; a lot of them have come 
from the Dragon and Tandy scene, 
which would seem to indicate that 
people never learn at all . Think 
about it. 
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IF YOU OWN A DRAGON, TATUNG EINSTE~N. MSX, ENTERPRISE, 
SINCLAIR QL, LYNX, TF.XAS Tl99/4A, VIC 20, ORIC, JUPITER ACE OR 
YOU ARE JUST INTERESTED IN COMPUTERS ..... 

THEN THIS SHOW IS FOR YOU 

THE ALTERNATIVE MICRO SHOW 
ASTON VILLA SPORTS AND LEISURE CENTRE 

BIRMINGHAM 
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 12TH 1988 

10 AM - 5 PM 
ENTRANCE: ADULTS £2:00 CHILDREN £1 :50 

EASY ACCESS FROM JUNCTION 6 OF THE M6, PARKING FOR 1,000 CARS, WALKING DISTANCE 
FROM ASTON RAIL STATION, CAFETERIA AND ALL DAY LICENSED BA'R. THE SHOW WILL 
FEATURE HARDWARE - SOFTWARE - MAGAZINES - BOOKS - DISCS - ACCESSORIES - USER 
!GROUPS AND MUCH MUCH MORE. CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT!!! 

ORGANISED BY EMSOFT, 80 DALES ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK, IP1 4JR. 
11EL: DAY 0473 688275 EVENINGS 0473 49507 OR 0206 540540 

l 

Please get your answers 1n to Dragon User Crossword Department by 
the end of the month on the front coverCroSSW0 rd 

The twelfth Dragon Crossword surveyed the new ----------11111111 All the answers are 
recruits. 'Well , you 'orrible lot, you thought you'd join DRAGON 'IUIZ names of Dragon 
the Tenth Dragon User Crossword, did you? This the ~ SOftw.are. IA '"'en 
best they can do, then, 'alf a dozen? Nermally, we 1 ' n" 
have 'undreds. 'undreds! Wot are they playing at??' ~ Completed, the COiumn 

"Excuseme, Sir" squeakedasmallblueenvelope. ~~, ~ . marked With a triangle will · ;:(
'We only escaped yesterday after two weeks at the , 
bottom of a dark, damp postbox. Lots of our friend$ Spell OUt a phrase. 
are still trapped , along with several Dragon User con
tributors. That roaring noise you can hear is The by Terry and Derek Prabyn 
Editor trying to kick the postbox down." 

The phrase is CLOAD AND CSAVE. 
There will be a couple of free tapes from the 

Editor's Magic Bottomless Box for the first correct en
tries out of the hat each month . You can try telling us 1which tapes you'd like - you never know, we may 
have them. 2 

And you don't have to cut up your Dragon User 3
entries on a photostat or a plain piece of paper will do, 

as long as we can read them . 4 

1. Lights needed in this mine? (3,4,3) 5 
2. Surely the speaking clock's favourite game! (3,7,5) 6 
3. Confuse a question about marine venture {3.5) 7
4. see 2 
5. Frogman not so fast without one on (7) 8 

91---+--+---+---+---+---+--+----t----t---t-- 6. Accuses with digits! (7) 
7. Is hell best turned into chimes? {3,5) 

LO8. Invasion by young moth! (11 ,6) 
9. Someone to watch over you about to argue land gain (8.S) 11 
10. Fur you get angry about (4) 1211. see 8 1---t--+---+---+---+---+--+-~ .._____.___.....____________~ 12. Do not pass go! have exclusive rights to the heavens. (5,8) 13 
13. Pure disk spun round for young Clark Kent. (5,3) 
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Four More Commands 

PD Smith resurrects, interrogates, pinpoints and normalises his disc files. 


THIS program adds four extra commands 
to Dragon/SuperDOS: RETRIEVE, INFO, 
DETAILS and DOS. 

RETRIEVE allows you to recover a file that 
you have killed , as long as the disc space 
used by this file has not since been written 
to. Unlike most other retrieve routines I 
have seen. this command flags all the sec
tors used in a file as being used, most other 
routines just reset the flag in the directory 
entry. The problem with this is that it you 
save another fi le after retrieving one. the 
saved file may overwrite the retrieved one, 
since the DOS does not know which sec
tors are used by the retrieved file. 

To use this command type RETRIEVE 
'filename' where the file name is in the 
standard DOS format as in for example 
KILL, after entering a RETRIEVE com
mand several things could occur: 

i) You could get an error. FE means that an 
'unkilled' filed with the file name exists, NE 
means that no killed file with the name can 
be found, LO means that some sectors us
ed by the requested file have since been 
used by another file, and the file cannot be 
recovered. 

ii) OK appears, the command has been 
carried out successfully. 
iii) The message 'LENGTH xxxxx (YIN)?' 
appears, this means that the file could 
have more than one directory entry (it is im
possible to be sure after a file has been kill
ed) and so you are requested to say 
whether the displayed length was the 
original length of the me, enter Y or N, the 
displayed length is modulus 65536 (ie a 
length of 655317 is displayed as 1) so you 
may need a calculator if the file was very 
long. 

INFO displays information about the re
quested file, the syntax Is as for 
RETRIEVE, ie INFO 'filename'. The file 
type is then displayed, DAT,BAS or BIN for 
data, Basic or binary respectively, then if 
the file is a binary one, the start address, 
length and execution address are 
displayed, as below: 

BIN ST 12345 LN 3223 EX 13333 

Here the length is 3223 bytes, the start ad
dress is 12345 and the execution address 
is 13333. 

DETAILS displays how the file is stored on 
disc, listing ALL the sectors the file uses. 
Usually programs to do this only print the 
sectors which are recorded in the first 
directory entry, while !long programs orpro
grams on full discsmay occupy two or even 
more directory entries. The output of this 
command will be similar to that below: 

7191084 
3419103436 
153TO1514. 

This means that the file oocupies sectors 
from track 7sector19 totrack8sector4and 
so on. This is on a double sided drive, the 
routine will adjust itself for either single or 
double sided drives, having respectively 
18 and 36 sectors per track. The syntax for 
DETAILS is again DETAl,LS 'filename'. 

DOS simply removes these extra com
mands so that you can load in a machine 

-code program which willi overwrite the 
routines, since otherwise this will cause all 
the standard DOS commands to stop work
ing. To recover the extra commands If the 

routines have not been overwritten enter 
EXEC31600. 

Note 1: Retrievedoesnotbackupthedirec
torytotrack 16, so ifyou find thatthefile has 
been retrieved wrongly by you getting the 
file length wrong, just copy the backup 
directory to track 20 using $READ and 
SWRITE. 

Note 2: The default file type for all the 
above commands is BAS. 

To use these extra commands. enter the 
hex loader and use this to enter the 
machine code. The machine code oc
cupies addresses 31600 to 32700. To save 
the code on disc enter SAVE "DISKCOM", 
31600,32700,31600, and to use it just type 
EXEC 31600. If you are 'loading the pro
gram from disc remember to enter CLEAR 
200,31599 first. 

Just a word of warning, before trying out 
the program remember to make a backup 
of the trial disc first since any error in the 
code could cause you to lose all your pro
grams on the disc. 

Because of this risk the hex loader 
has a more sophisticated checksum than 
is normally used, which detects trans
position of bytes which the normal loader 
doesn't, so using a normal loader to enter 
the code will always give you achecksum 
error. 

If you don't want to enter the code 
yourself Iwill be pleased to send you a copy 
ofthe program on disc (40 Trk SS) for 3.00, 
this will also include any further com
mands I have since added. My name and 
address are: P.O. Smith, University Hall , 
Birchwood Road, Penylan, Cardiff, CF2 
5YB. 

1~ R~M HEX LOAD~~ 

2 0 CLEAR 2 00 , 3 1599 
J iil 1 NPU r "ST Mn" ; s ..1 
40 1NPur-~ND" ; ED 

5 W F UR J=S f TO ED SI E P 8 
60 PR l NT USING"# #### " ; J ; 
NI lNPUT A$ 
l:Hll CS =0 
90 FlR K=l ro LENCA$> 

100 CS=CS+K*VAL<"& H"+MIOSCAS , K, 1JJ 
11 W Nt::.X I K 
L:'IZJ lNPIJ I " = "; C 
13ill IF C< ..~· CS !"HEN PR11\IT " CHE Ch SUl'1 
ERRuR-lR~ AGAI N" : SOUND 1 ,t: GOTO 60 
14 "1 F (l R l'\=IZI TO 7 
15~ I OKE J+K , VAL< " &HH +M l 0$(k*~+1, 2 J 

16121 NEXT h , J 

31600 8E'7 B6F9F74!H::t2ll 2 H = 
31608 BF7 A 7 1 ~8E7EF 1llli = 
316 .l6 Iff tll 12 1>.8681 E6812ll::. 7 = 
3 16 2 4 Al2l 4 A26F'i861 E.810 1 :;: 

3 1632 2 ABEIZJ 1:2 0 .BF7FA98E = 
3 1640 7B9E BF!2>1:2D393402 = 
31648 81FF271l1481.!lE82 4 06 = 

1656 351Z126 E9F7FA981 04 = 
3 1664 2 4F632618E7F881E :;: 

31672 8'+EDBD7E8DC 1Alli1 IZl = 
:Jt6817.l 2 61Zl 21:::.6B6lll6'.:IB97 -:e. = 

11ll 16 
91212 
959 
85J 

1341 
681 
6 99 
93 1 

117 0 
895 

1112l1 

3 1688 5FF77F9BAD9FClll?lll = 1069 
31696 11Zl:.::6 12l2DAA68r2185 (l.)8 7 ~5 4 

31704 261F8580 27 1 1C61l1 B = 13121 
~31112 108EIZl6SQJA6812lA 1Alli = 684 
31720 :26ill55A2 6F7:L00F 7 C = 915 

1728 7F9E·F67F9BC1 Alll 2 5 = 963 
31736 D3C6ACll7E7EAEB606 = l (2)94 
Jl 7 '"•4 S BC6063D8E0 616AE - 10tZl:.3 
31752 85BF7FA37F7F99F6 = 1361+ 
3 17612) 7F91:'.F77F9C7F7FAS = 1J8 3 
3 1768 BD7C:2D11Z12 61Z12 8F"/3 = TlflJ 
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31 T /6 7FA5F6 /!=9CBD' ~'.D = 13 4:.: 3W7A7FA22ADE39~D = 1242 
31784 1026028:2397F7F9A = 108~1 7E801~26~0C ! 77F 896 
31792 7F7F98F 77F9BAD9F = 150 3 32241<1 9 8 F 606jB8EID6A6 6 = 1~:i I 
318121121 C020102612! 13EBF7F 99'+ 3224 8 BSF77F99C61 F~DC3 ·-· 1 159 
::.~1 808 9DA68085801©2101 448 3:.:::~:56 QlbDA Fill 1E6f34it-\D9F = 120:5 
31816 317D7F9A2609C604 = 836 ::~264 C021..'l 10261ZJtt.lAv.1BF7F 89~~ 

31824 F77F9F 3 llll2lB2 01ll2 C6 7IZIL 9DA6804424~48607 = 5',.'5 
31832 ll.l7FT/ F9F341IZI10BE 875 3 2280 200486Qll+30fZJbP· 77F 87l 
31840 7FA3AD9FC022102 6 = 683 3:;;;:£t:! 8 9Ff.~ '81FD7F9AA684 
3 1848 0112AE05B 7FA035 = 948 32:.296 2731 8 D303 4 108E7E 
3 1856 1IZJE EB l A681Zl 102 '/llllll = 4/IZJ 3.23f2J4 l..l6BD 'i0E5 :~5 10F C7F - HilHl.7 
3 1864 48B77 FA:2BB7F98B7 = 1 2 64 3:.:::_:31 :2 9A830001EB8089~0 :;:: 6;~ I 
3 1872 7 98 1F3©C407 108E = Bill 1 ,-~23::!. ft.I FD7F9A8 D17:BD9£1A1 ;;;:; 11lf:t. \':) 
31880 -/F9121A6A5B77FA61 F = 11 '55 - :23 ')8 7A7f 9F 26D4BE7F9D "" 1395 
3 1888 31Zl44S 64 45.6445 6112l = 513 3LU6 A684852027~5E6B8 8 1!.Jtl 

31896 BE7FAl2!A6A57D7FA5 ::: 1192 3 L344 J 820AE39341 0 BD14 = 6/':J 
3 191214 ~70A34~2B67FA643 = 849 ;:~:23 ?; 3 412!24F'BD957 A8 620 = 1:!~6 

3191.2 A4E02 007B57FA610 = 761 3~:::361.!'.J B'0~4A"3S045 C4FP./J ::: 1 111.)~ 

31 9 2 0 27IZl~ C7A7A533417A = 784 323e0 957A3~9086"183~02 543 

31928 7FA226C67A7F9F26 = 1126 2...f76 FC7F9A5 9498 17F99 = 116:5 
31936 B07D7FA527~FBE7F = 127 1 :.~L' .3o.lf 2504B~7F995C6AE4 = 1114 
31944 AIZl10BE7FA3AD9FCQI = 12 14 j:2.J92 26P132 61 39BDB88 7 = "182 
3195 2 28 1 IZl26QllllAT 1D'/FA5 = 991 - -~;~ 4{Lll{J .B088779E52E684 t'~E - 1 170 
3 1960 2658707F9F 10260f21 = 695 3:2408 02108E7E C3AD9FC~ = 1:20 3 
3 1968 97:BE7F9DC:_688 i 8C 1 - ll2l '7'~ ::5:L.Y· J 6 081026~~096E9FC0 = 896 
31976 Alll102 4008BAD9FC0 = 100:.2 :3:.:~ 424 0A5D2602Cb9E7E83 ::: U2139 

3 198 4 2 f2i 1 "126i.11l.18 A68485 = 735 3243:: 44 61A1!.'7'12ll2ABE7F -- 1i1.19"t· 
31992 081 f2l2 601ll 7 P·8E1EC5 - 1'6!14.1. 324 '+!ZJ A7BFiZIJ 2E.BE:7F=A9:BF ;;;:; 1382 

3212!12!0 BD9tllE5 .BE7F9D:B6 7F = 139..3 ~J 244f.i 0 l 2D39424 15 34C4·. 671ZJ 

32008 984AE68818BD957A ;;;; l.121 2 1+56 4E475t148 2001Z12Q'J28 41 ~::::: 

32016 8E7E CD:HD ii11::.5.BD85 - l..::5 2 ,JL46if 9 2F 4E2'13F lt1])1ll0 2~ = 6 4 ' :;. 
;;;;3212.124 2 B8 l S9102 'i'005 981 = 553 32412 544F2Jlli.104"•4 J.r.:420 Slt~ 

32032 .t+E26F37C7F''19J::'. 77F = 13 t2l6 3:L481t.1 01Z14 24! 532121Wlil424'9 = '+lll7 
32040 9A.BE7F9DE688181E = 1 ::~3 4 J.2 ' 88 4E21t.10flJ53 '.J 44C4E'+ T:rn 
3212!48 1C338o21217D7F9A:'Z 7 ;;;; 991 ~3:2496 584155~i4 Cf: 4241 "t3 6S9 
32056 014C7D7F992 60284 ;;;; 821 325~4 -4 f'.5 S'D0424545DIZl42 = b:.;::.l 

32:06"+ DFB77F A6F67F9BAD = 142 8 · -~LS l./ 4F4FD44348 4149 CE H'.llLI .l 
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Primesearch revisited 

Paul Weedon investigates a subject of Prime concern 

DEAR Helen, I didln't think I'd be sending 
you another program so soon, but here we 
go. The program is a utility type program 
which determines whether any number 
within a certain range is prime or not, vir
tually instantaneously. 

Regulars of Gordon Lee's competition 
will be aware of his 'Primesearch' puzzle. 
This involves some fairly lengthy com
puting but most time is spent, needlessly, 
in determining whether a number is prime 
the same numbers could be tested 
thousands of times. Surely there must be 
an easier and quicker way. 

And so there is with these two listings. 
Users without disc drives will be able to 
easily modify them to test a range of 
numbers, say, 1 to about 10,000. Single 
disc drive owners will be able to test a 
range of numbers, say, 1 to slightly over 
500,000while twin disc drive owners will be 
able to test a range of numbers, say, 1 to in 
excess of 1,000,000. In all cases, these 
ranges may be altered or even mixed but 
the higher the number, then obviously the 
longer listing one will take to run. listing 
one, as it stands, does take several hours 
to run. Disc drive owners particularly will 

Listing one 

10 DATA 1,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,.31,37,41,43,47, 
49,53,59,61,67,71,73,77,79,83,89,91,97 
20 DATA 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 119, 121, 127, 
131, 133, 137' 139, 143, 149, 151, 157' 161, 163, 
167, 169, 173, 179, 181, 187, 191, 193, 197, 199 
30 DATA 203, 209, 211, 217, 221, 223,227, 229, 
233,239,241,247,251,253,257,259,263,269, 
271,277,281,283,287,289,293,299 
40 ERROR GOTO 330 
50 POKE&Hf FD9, 0 
60 DIM R$(80) 
70 Q$="DA T A80" 
80 CREATE Q$, 240 
90 FOR 1=1 TO 80 
100 READ Z$ 
110 R$(I)=Z$ . 
120 Z$=STRING$(3-LEN(Z$), "O")+Z$ 
130 FWRITE Q$,FROM (J-1)*3,FOR 3,Z$ 
140 NEXT 1 
150 NM$="PRIMES" 
160 CREATE NM$, 334*80 
170 FOR L=O TO 333 
180 Al$" " 
190 FOR K=l TO 80 
200 H=L*300+VAL(R$(K)) 
210 PRINTH 
220 C$=INKEY$: IF 1$="S" THEN POKE&HF 
FD8,0 ELSE IF 1$="F" THEN POKE&HfFD9,0 
230 GOSUB 290 
240 NEXT K 
250 PRINTA1$ 
260 FWRITE NM$ , FROM L*80, FOR 80;Al$ 
270 NEXT L 
280 POKE&HFFD8, O:STOP 
290 FOR f=3· TO SQR(H)+.5 STEP 2 
300 IF H/F=INT(H/F) THEN A1$=A1$+"0": 
RETURN 
310 NEXT F 
320 Al$=Al$+"1":RETURN 
330 POKE&HFFD8,0:PRINTERR;ERL:STOP 
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never regret this small price to pay as they 
will reap the benefit of it for a very long time. 

In IIsting one, lines 60-140 allows for the 
data statements to be read, placed into A$ 
array and also to FWRITE them onto disc. 
Lines 150-320 use those numbers in A$ to 
build up a prime number catalogue. By 
their very essence, prime numbers apart 
from 2cannot be even ; apart from 3cannot 
be divi,sible by 3 and apart from 5 cannot 
end in O or 5. The numbers in the data 
statements therefore stand the best possi
ble chance of being prime. Line 200 
calculates the next value (H) to be tested 
for primeness in the subroutine (lines 
290-320) and adds to A1$ a 1 if prime or 0 if 
composite. WhenA1$is80characterslong, 
then it Is FWRITTEN to disc (line 260). line 
40 with line 330 are used in case of errors. 
Line 50 is the fast speed poke which should 
not be used if your machine can't handle it 
but if it can then line 220 will be found most 
useful for interrupting it to 'see' how 
'things' are progressing. 

Wear and tear 
Listing two is a retrieval system which I 

determines whether the number imputted ' 
is prime or not. This may be used as it 
stands or used in conjunction with your 
own program. Lines 520-560 FLREAD ' 
what is stored in the first 34 addresses of I 
NM$ on disc and place them on board 
computer in A1$ array. This is done to save 
wear and tear on the disc drive, give an ins
tant response and utilise memory which 
would otherwise be unused. Line 500 
clears string space tor this purpose and 
also for storing information FLREAD in 
from DATABO file (l ines 570-600). 

You are then asked to enter your number 
in line 620. Line 660, assuming you have 
passed several elementary checks in the 
preceding lines, calculates the location of 
the address (divide by 300} and also the re
mainder. This remainder is searched tor in 
R$ array (lines 670-690) and its position 
noted. The relative address is looked up 
(line 700 or 710) and called A1$. line 720 
looks up the required position in A1$ and 
calls this P$ (either a 0 or 1). On this (line 
730) control either goes to line 750 or 760, 
where you are told whether your number is 
prime or not. 

These two programs came about as a 
direct result ofGordon Lee's 'Primesearch' 
puzzle. Owners of twin disc drives will have 
no problem in 'fitting in' all possible 
numbers up lo 999,999. Unfortunately I on
ly have a single drive and had to make do 
with all numbers up to 999,999 except six. 
digit numbers starting, with an even 
number. (Competitors will probably know 
what I am talking about .) Whether you are 
going to use th is as it is or in your own pro 



gram, be it 'Primesearch' or whatever, I II you experience difficulty in adapting Asderley, Wotton-Under-Edge, Glos. GL12 
hope you get some uselulnessoutof it and the ranges, etc. and would like some help 7QT. Please state requirement and the par
maybe a little fun too. then send an sae to Summerleys, ticular system you have. 

Listing two 

500 CLEAR 3400 
510 DIM R$(80),Al$(33) 
520 NM~"PRIMES" 
530 FOR I= 1 TO 34 
540 FLREAD NM$, FROM (1-1)*80, FOR 81;Y$ 
550 Al$(1-H,,,Y$ 
560 NEXT I 
570 FOR I=l TO 80 
580 FL READ "DATA80/0AT'', FROM (I-1)•3, 
FOR 4;X$ 
600 NEXT I 
610 CLS 
620 INPUT"ENTER UMBER";N 

630 IF N)100199 THEN GOTO 620 
640 IF N=2 OR N=3 OR N=5 THEN GOSUB 
760:GOTO 620 
650 IF N/2=1NT(N/2) OR N/3==1NT·(N/3) 
OR N/5,.INT(N/5) THEN GOSUB 750:GOTO 620 
660 RR=INT(N/300):RS=N-(RR•330) 
670 FOR l=l TO 80 
680 IF VAL(R$(I))=RS THEN GOTO 700 
690 NEXT I 
700 IF N(10200 THEN A1$ooA1$(RR):GOTO 720 
710 F'LREAD NM$,FROM RR*80,F'OR •t,Al$ 
720 P~MID$(A1$, I, 1) 
730 ON VAL(P$)+1 GOSUB 750, 760 
740 PRINT"THIS NUMBER IS NOT PRIME":R!!TURN 
750 PRINT"THIS NUMBER IS PRIME":RETURN 

New software for review should be sent to Dragon User 
49 Alexandra Road Hounslow M1ddx TW3 4HPDragonS Oft 

Draw what you like, but draw your own conclusions 
Program: Picture Maker 

1 	 Supplier: John Penn 
Price: £5.00 

THERE has been a surge in 
the number of high quality 
utilitles recently. However 
there have been surprisingly 
few CAD programs, and what 
there has been has often 
disappeared into obscurity. 
David Makin's Picture Maker, 
marketed by John Penn Dis
count Software, is one such 
program. 

(Hold, stop, cease and 
desist. You make it sound as 
though Picture Maker is destin
ed for obscurity - which we 
hope it isn't, complaints about 
the instructions notwithstan
ding. I'm supposed to edit 
these things, not rewrite them. 
ACAD program is one which is 
dedicated to a technical design 
function, usually electronics or 
engineering. What we have 
here is anon-dedicated design, 
or graphics, package. This 

1 mistake Is becoming increas
ingfy commonplace. -Ecf) 

Picture Maker allows you to 
design and manipulate 
PMODE3 graphics in a variety 
of ways. using either the cursor 
keys or a joystick. 

Lines are drawn by a cursor 
which appears either as a dot 
or a cross, which moves both 
horizontally and vertically. As 
the program loads you will 
begin to see an example of the 

graphics Picture Maker can 
produce. The screen dump 
which should appear 
alongside this review is not 
high quali1y, but shows you 
what effects can be produced . 

Once the program loads you 
can either run it , print the in
structions to a printer or read 
them on screen to a musical 
accompanjment from the 
author's Music Maker 2. The 
pmgram otters green, yellow, 
blue, red , buff. cyan, orange 
and magenta as well as black 

areas in any of the goreground 
colours. 

There Is always the risk ot 
losing your creation with a 
graphics program. As well as 
being able to load and save on
to tape, you can store pictures 
in one of eight available loca
tions. The GET and PUT com
mands are particularly usefU'I 
here and allow graphics to be 
stored and recalled anywhere 
on the screen , either in their 
original! form or inverted. 
Stored areas can also be stret-

Once the program loads you can either run it, 
print the instructions, or read them on screen 

to a musical accompaniment. 

and white in screen1 ,1. The 
background and foreground 
are easily changeable. Press
ing @ moves you into 
SCREEN1,1 graphics. 

Picture Maker has a variety 
of brushes, some not very clear 
in the instruction sheet, but in
cluding Putset, Putnot, Rub
ber, Line and others. The 
choice seems limited to me, 
and perhaps David Makin 
could have been more adven
turous here. 

The program can al.so draw 
circles, boxes and lines in
dependently, and can FILL 

ched up to thrt.a times their 
original size. 

One of the most important 
features is the MAGNIFY com
mand. This magnifies the area 
of the screen where the cursor 
is situated many times over, 
allowing you to produce very 
detailed graphics more easily. 

Should you find that you 
have started your drawing too 
high or low on the screen, you 
can scroll! the screen contents 
left, right , up or down. A 
fascinating feature is the ability 
to MIRROR graphics using R, 
and also to turn the view 

screen upside-down. 
Overall , the only drawback 

to Picture Maker is that the in
structions are far too comple·x. 
Those who know how to use 
this kind of program may not 
think so, but the average user 
is bound to feel insecure. 
Given a simpler or clearer in
struction sheet the program 
would be perfec1 for its task. 

One thing which I did miss 
was the ability to print text on 
the screen without first having 
to draw it. It would be better if 
the user could enter text from 
the keyboard - instead, you 
must draw it by hand with the 
MAGNIFY command to help 
you. 

Accompanying Picture 
Maker is a screen dump pro
gram which can be altered to 
suit almost every printer. First 
you must enter the appropriate 
codes for your printer, simiiarly 
to electronic Authors CONFtG 
program. 

Picture Maker's sheer power 
is surprising. I cannot explain 
everything it is capable of. It is 
the most sophisticated 
graphics program I have seen . 
If you can master the rather 
complex instructions, you 
should have no trouble 
creating your own graphics. 

Donald Morrison 
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Sound house 

Wayne Smithson takes a soundsample. 

AS the name suggests, th is program is a 
sound digitiser (with frilly bits) . It lets you 
sample sounds using the cassette port 
this does not necessarily mean that you 
have to sample from a cassette recorder. 
You can sample sounds using a 
microphone or by connecting other com
puters to le Dragon. 

Sounds are digitised and stored in 
memory, you can digitise more than one 
sound by altering the memory size (ex
plained later). Once you have the sound 
you can then speed it up or slow it down 
and save or load to disc/cass. An extra 
fac ility of this program is an 'analyzer' sec
tion. This l istens to ordinary music tapes 
and displays coloured bars bouncing 
about accordingly. Yes, Your Dragon can 
Boogie. 

First of all type in listing one1 , this is the 
Basic controller program that is used for 
disk or cassette 1/0, and save that to disc or 
cassette. whichever you' re using, as 
'SNDHOUSE'. Note the changes for the 
cassette version. The messing about with 
the PEEKS in lines 120 and 170 are for fin
ding the start and end addresses of files 
being saved or loaded. The Basic con
troller also loads in the machine code 
which lives at address 3072 to 4094 in
clusive. 

Once that has been typed in and saved. 
NEW the program, and type in listing two, 
the hex loader. From line 100 onwards, you 
must type in the data contained in listing 
three - forget about the numbers before 
the asterix (·). The first data lines would be 
then: 

100 DATA 10,FF,OF,FE,OF,FF,1A,50,B6 
110 DATA FF,23,8A,08,87,FF,23,7E,OC 

When all the data has been typed in, it 
would be a good idea to save it onto disc or 
a separate cassette just in case it doesn't 
work when you run it. Once the data is 
typed in and the program saved, RUN it. 
You will see the numbers appearing on the 
screen as they are POKEd into memory. 

Providing you have saved the Basic hex 
loader with all its data, you may now test the 
machine code by typing EXEC3072. This is 
the point at which you will know if there are 
any errors in your d·ata or not. If you are 
greeted with a blank screen or flashing bits 
or fu nny noises then there is an error in 
your data. If you are greeted with a 

chessboard then you 've typed in the wrong 
listing. What you should get is a menu on 
screen listing the various options available 
to you . Pressing either BREAK, L or S 
should return you back to Basic at which 
point you should save the code as 
'SHCODE': 
SAVE"SHCODE".3072,4094,3072 (for 
disc} 
CSAVEM"SHCODE",3072,4094,3072 (for 
cassette, to be saved on tape after the 
Basic controller - listing one) 

To use Soundhouse then, from disc just 
type RUN "SNDHOUSE", from cassette, 
CLOAD"SNDHOUSE" then RUN. Alter
natively you can save the Basic bit using 
the autorun program in a past issue of DU 
and use CLOADM to load the lot in. 

And now, on to actually using Sound
house; firstly make sure that the ear and 
record sockets are connected between the 
Dragon and your cassette recorder and 
unplug the remote jack. I will take each op
tion in turn and describe what they do. 

A: GO TO ANALYZER. This passes cont rol 
to the pretty boogying bars which are of no 
use whatsoever but who cares? It's fun. 
Play any music tape, the sound will come 
from the TV and the coloured bars will 
move up and down with the music. As Isay, 
completely useless, but it's nice to watch . 
Pressing the BREAK key will return you to 
the main menu. 

D: DIGITISE SOUND. Guess what this 
does? Yep, you guessed it. Sound is 

·sampled from the cassette port and stored 
in memory between START and END 
shown at the bottom of the screen. The 
speed of sampling is set by SPEED, a value 
of $OB is a good speed to use. Playing 
music tapes while digitising will of course 
result in that music being digitised. The 
quality from tape is a bit grotty because the 
sampler picks up the background noise 
but you can definitely hear your Dragon 
playing back the Eurythmics or Status 
Quo. To digitise your own voice, ii is best to 
do it directly using a microphone. To do 
this, just plug your microphone into the 
RECord socket, make sure the ear socket 
is connected and thatthere is no tape in the 
recorder. You need to press PLAY and 
RECORD down on the cassette recorder, 
and to do that without having a tape in you 

will have to push the switch at the back LHS 
of the recorder in with your finger. You can 
then talk into the microphone and it will be 
instantly played through the TV and digitis
ed. You can also dig itise sounds made by 
other computers (Commodore 64 is best) 
by connecting the audio out and ground 
from the C64 's monitor socket straight into 
the ear socket on the Dragon. I would only 
advise doing this if you know what you are 
doing. (I don't, and thanks go to Dave Gib· 
bons and Mark Parry for tell ing me how to 
do that). The effects are much better 
though . 

P: PLAYBACK SOUND (SINGLE). This 
plays back your digitised sound at the 
speed set by SPEED. If you alter the speed 
after d lgitisi ng, your Status Quo can sound 
like the Smurfs or a record at half speed. 
You can play back part of your sample by 
altering the memory boundaries START 
and END. Data is not lost by moving these. 

C: PLAYBACK SOUND (CIRCULAR). As 
for P but plays the sample over and over 
again until you HOLD DOWN any key. You 
may have to hold the key down for quite a 
while for it to stop. 

SIL: SAVE/LOAD SAMPLED SOUND. 
These speak for themselves and saves the 
sampled sound between the START and 
END addresses inclusive. Loaded 
samples are placed in memoryw'herethey 
were originally saved from. 

A: RESET MEMORY TO FULL SIZE. Th is 
places the ADDRESS &H1770 (6000) into 
START and the address &H7FFF (32767) 
into END to maximise the amount of 
memory available fur samples. 

ARROW KEYS: ALTER MEMORY SIZE. 
The arrow keys move the memory boun
daries around. Using this feature allows 
you to pick outcertain parts of a sample like 
a word for instance. Right/left arrows con· 
trol END and up/down arrows control 
START. Pressing the SHIFT key will speed 
things up considerably. 

< > : ALTER DIGITISER SPEED. Ob· 
viously pressing either < or > (shift key 
not needed) will alter the SPEED of digitis
ing or playback. With this you can find out 
what you sound like at 78 rpm or at 33.3 
rpm. 

LISTING 1: BASIC CONTROLLER O:POKE253,&H7F:POKE254,&HPW:LOAD 
10 '***************************' •sHCODE.BIN":CLOSB 
20 '* SOUNHOUSE SOUND SAMPLER *' 70 POKB&H0605,l:FORD=OT099:NEXT 
30 '* (C) 1987 VAYNB SMITHSON *' 80 EXl£C3072 
40 '***************************' 90 IFPEEK(255)=1 THENllO ELSEIFP 
50 EEK(255)=2 THEN150 
60 PHODEO:PCLEARl:CLEARl00,5999: 100 ENDl AUD100N:POKE2Sl,~Hl7:POKE252,&H7 110 CLS:PRINT:INPUT"SAVE NAHE";N 

~~~~~~~~~-
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$ 
120 S=PEEK(251)•256+PBEK(252):E= 
PEBK(253)*256+PEBK(254):PRINT:PR 
IHT:PRINT"START ADDRESS:"S;TAB(2 
5);HEX$(S)," END AODRESS:"E;TAB 
(25);HEX$(8)," HBHORY USED:"E-S 
;TAB(25);HBX$(E-S) 
130 SAVEN$+".DIG",S,E,359:CLOSE 
140 GOT070 
150 CLS:PRINT:INPUT"LOAD NAME";H 
$ 
160 LOADN$+•.otG•:CLOSE 
170 POKE251,PBEK(l618):POKE252,P 
EEK(1619):Z=PEEJC(251)*256+PEEK(2 
52):Z=Z+PE8K(l620)*256+PEEK(l621 
) - l:POKE253,INT(Z/256):POKE254,Z 

-lNT(Z/256)*256 
180 GOT070 
190 ' 
200 'TYPE •GOT070" IF AN ERROR 
210 'OCCURS IN THE PROGRAM. 
CHAHGES FOR CASSETTE VERSION 
60 PKODEO:PCLEAR2:CLEAR100,5999: 
AUDIOON:POKE251,&H17:POK8252,&H7 
O:POKE2SJ,~ff7F:POKE254,&HFF:CLOA 
DK"SHCODE" 
70 REH 
130 CSAVBM N$,S,8,359 
160 CLOADH N$ 
170 POKE251,PEEK(487):POKE252,PE 
EK{488):POKE253,PE8K(126):POKE25 
4,PEEK(127) 

10 'HEX LOADER FOR SOUNDHOUSE 
20 ' 
30 PCLEAR4:CLS:PRINT(t224,"ADORES 
S: ","VALUE:" 

40 FORN=3072T04094 

SO READAS:POKEN,VAL("&H"+A$) 

60 PRINT@l232,N;:PRlNT@246,VAL("& 

H"+A$) 

70 NEXTN 
80 END 
90 'PUT DATA HERE 
100 DATA ..... 


OCOO•lO FF OF 
OC09*f"F" 23 BA 
OC12•F'6 CE FF' 
OC1B•f"7 56 24 
OC24*96 OF" 8E 

FE OF FF 1A 50 86 
OS 87 FF' 23 7E 0C 
01 80 00 A6 C4 84 
02 8A·08 A7 Ct 39 
10 00 A7 SO SC 10 

OC2D•20 26 F9 86 80 BE 04 00 A7 


OC3F*81 03 10 27 00 81 BE 04 00 
OC48•CE 10 00 86 BF 97 E7 13 34 
OC31•10 A6 C4 CE> 20 30 30 88 86 
OC~*F'r 20 97 ES 86 FF 20 9A EB 
OC63*94 01 27 ·OD 96 E7 A7 88 EO 
OC6C*A6 C4 27 10 6A C4 20 OC 86 
OC75•80 A7 84 A6 C4 81 OF' 24 02 
OC7E•6C C4 35 10 96 E7 BB 10 BA 
OC87*BO 97 E7 33 41 30 01 0C 04' 
0C90•20 25 BO 20 A7 BE 05 EO 9F" 
OC99•B9 SE OF EO '96 f"B BD 3A ED 
OCA2•81 ~ F'C 80 34 ED 84 BE OF 
OCAB•E9 96 f"D BD 28 ED Bl 96 FE 
OCB4•BD 25 ED 81 DC F'D 93 rB 07 
OCBD*E7 SE OF f2 BD 18 ED 81 96 
OCC6*E7 SD 12 ED 81 BE OF F'B 86 
OCCf"•OD 95 SD 08 ED 84 BE Of" DE 
OCD8•7E 90 E5 34 02 44 44 44 44 
OCEl•BB 30 Sl 39 23 02 BB 07 35 

OCE.A•04 C4 OF" CB 30 C 1 39 23 02 

OCF'3•CB 07 39 BD BA 77 8E OE 88 

OCF"C•BD 90 ES BD 90 ES 9E 04 00 

OD05•A6 84 
ODOE•26 F"5 
0017•10 27 
0020•03 91 
OD29*00 BB 
0032•53 10 
OD38*00 91 
OIM4•2E 10 
OD4D*<>O 89 81 
00:56•0'9 10 27 
OD5f"•01 11 81 
0068•15 10 27 
OD71•00 C4 81 
OD7A•5f" 10 27 
OD83•C6 08 D7 

&4 Bf' A7 80 BC 05 EO 
80 83 BD 80 06 81 03 
00 DS 81 41 10 27 F"F' 
44 27 SC 81 50 10 27 

81 
27 
81 
27 

E7 

008C•C5 01 27 04 

OD'95•0B 4A 2£> FD 


OC36•80 BC 06 00 26 F'9 BD 80 06 o OD9E•BO F7 05 FF' 

ODA7•60 87 05 F'F 

ODB0•5f" 20 03 3F 


43 10 27 00 7D 81 
00 93 91 4C 10 27 
52 10 27 01 3C 81 
00 AE 81 2C 10 27 
08 10 27 00 C7 81 
00 E7 81 OA 10 27 
SE 10 27 00 F"2 81 
00 A5 81 SD 10 27 
58 10 27 00 EE 81 
00 DO 20 '91 9E F'B 

86 FF 20 46 S6 
10 21 f"F F'C 86 
OA E7 26 EA E7 
~ FD 25 DD 86 
7E OD 12 97 FA 
07 FA BD OC 13 

ODB9•9E re C6 oe D7 E7 A6 BO 9C 
ODC2•f"D 24 14 5f' 46 24 02 C6 7F 
ODCB•f7 F"F' 20 C6 08 5A 26 f'D OA 
ODD4•E7 26 EE 20 E2 96 F'A 27 05 
ODDD*BD 80 06 27 07 C6 01 BD OC 
ODE6•13 7E OD 12 86 01 20 02 86 
ODEf"*-02 97 f"F 10 FE Of" f"E 39 B6 
0Df"8*0D '95 81 10 24 01 4C 87 OD 
OE01•95 B7 OD CF 7E OD 10 96 OD 
OEOA•'95 81 01 27 FO 4A 20 ED DC 
OE13•FD 83 00 BO 10 93 f"B 22 OA 
OE1C•DC F'D 10 93 f"B 23 05 83 00 
OE25•01 DD FD B6 Ft BE 01 30 A7 
OE2E•BO 8C 01 5A 26 F''9 7E OD 10 
OE37•DC FD C3 00 80 10 83 7F' FT 
OE40•23 E4 DC F'D 10 83 7F' F'F' 24 
OE49•DE C3 00 01 20 D7 DC f"B C3 
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OE32•00 80 10 93 f"D 25 OA DC f"B Of'"2A*53 4.1 56 45 20 53 41 40 50 
OE58*10 93 f"O 24 03 C3 00 01 DD Of"33•4C 45 44 20 53 4f" 55 4E 44 
OE64•f"B 20 Cl DC f"B 83 00 80 10 Of"3C*OD 4C 3A 20 4C 4F" 41 44 20 
OE61>*B3 17 70 22 f"l DC f"B 10 83 Of"45•53 41 ,40 50 4C 45 44 20 53 
OE76•17 70 23 E9 83 00 01 20 E4 OF'4E•4f" 55 4E 44 OD 52 3A 20 52 
OE7f'*9E 17 70 9f" f"B BE 7f' f"f' 9f' Of"57•45 53 45 54 20 4D 45 4D 4f" 
OE88•f"O 7E OD 10 53 4f" 55 4E 44 Of"60•52 59 20 54 4F 20 46 55 4C 
OE91•48 4f" 55 53 45 20 53 4f' 55 Of"69*4C 20 53 49 SA 45 OD 00 41 
OE9A•4E 44 20 53 41 40 50 4C 45 OF72•52 52 4F" 57 20 48 45 59 53 
OEA3•52 20 28 43 ~ 31 39 38 37 Of78•3A 20 41 4C 54 45 52 20 4D 
OEAC•20 20 20 37 52 49 54 54 45 Of"B4*45 40 4f' 52 59 20 53 49 SA 
OEB5*4E 20 42 59 3A 20 57 41 59 OF'BD*45 OD 3C 3E 3A 20 41 4C ~ 
OE8E•4E 45 20 53 40 49 54 48 53 OF'96•4S 52 20 44 49 47 49 54 49 
OEC7*4F' 4E OD OD 41 3A 20 47 4f" Of"9f"•SA 45 52 20 53 50 45 45 44 
OE00•20 54 4f" 20 41 4E 41 4C 49 OF'AS*OD 42 52 45 41 48 3A 20 45 
OED9*SA 45 52 OD 44 3A 20 44 49 Of"B1•58 49 54 20 50 52 4f" 47 S2 
OEE2•47 49 54 49 SA 45 20 53 4f" Of"BA•41 40 OD OD 53 54 41 52 54 
OEEB•55 4E 44 OD 50 3A 20 50 4C Of'C3•20 20 20 20 20 45 4E 44 20 
OEF"4•41 59 42 41 43 48 20 53 4f" Of'CC*20 20 20 20 4C 45 4E 47 54 
OEF'D•55 4E 44 20 28 53 49 4E 47 Of"D5*4B 20 20 20 53 50 45 45 44 
Of"06•4C 45 29 OD 43 3A 20 50 4C Of"DE•OO 24 30 30 30 30 20 20 20 
Of"OF"•41 59 42 41 43 48 20 53 4F" Of'E7•20 24 30 30 30 30 20 20 20 
OF'l8*55 4E 44 20 28 43 49 52 43 Of'F"0•20 24 30 30 30 30 20 20 20 
Of"21•55 4C 41 52 29 OD 53 3A 20 Of"f"9•,., ~ 30 '3 0 CKJ 00 oo oo 00 

1710 *********••••••***************** ocso 3410 LOOP PSHS X 
l 7"10 • SOUNOHOUSE (DRAGON 32/64) • 0C52 A6C4 LOA ,U 
1770 • (Cl 1987 VAYNI SHITHSON • OC54 C620 LOB 132 
1770 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OC56 JD MUL 
1770 OC57 3088 L&AX D,X 
ocoo ocoo ORG 13072 OCS9 B61'P20 LOA U'P20 
ocoo PUT 13072 OC5C 97E8 STA 232 
ocoo OOFP' FLAG BQU 1255 ocsa aoP.20 LOA $PF20 
ocoo ooro EAOOR sau 1253 OC61 9U8 ORA 232 
ocoo OOPB SADDR EQU 1251 OC63 8401 ANDA 11 
ocoo 0C65 2700 ilaQ 211RO 
ocoo lOFP'OJ'FE STS TBIHP OC67 9687 LOA 231 
OC04 OPFP CLR FLAG • OC69 A7881!:0 STA -32,X 
OC06 lASO ORCC USO OC6C A6C4 LOA ,U 
ocoe B6PP23 LDA $PP23 0C61: 2710 8RO SBTL 
OCOB 8A08 ORA 18 0C70 6AC4 DEC ,U 
OCOO B711'F23 STA $PP23 OC72 200C BRA SBTL 
OClO 7BOCP6 .JHP SAHP OCH 8680 ZERO LOA 1128 
0Cl3 CSFPOl SETS LOU UFJ'Ol OC76 A784 STA , .X 
0Cl6 8000 BSR *+2 0C78 A6C4 LOA ,U 
0C18 A6C4 l.l>A ,U 0C7A 810F CHPA 115 
OClA 84P'7 ANDA 1$P7 OC7C 2402 BHS SBTL 
OClC 56 RORB OC72 6CC4 INC ,U 
OClD H02 BCC JSB7 Oc8o 3510 SBTL PULS X 
oc11 uoe ORA 18 OC82 9687 LOA 231 
OC21 A7Cl JS87 STA ,U++ OC84 8810 ADDA 116 
OC23 39 RTS OC86 8ABO ORA 1128 
OC24 OCllB 9787 STA 231 
OC24 • SPBCTRAL AltALIZBR ROUTINE • OC8A 3341 LBAU l,U 
OC24 ocec 3001 LllAX 1,X 
OC24 860P' MAL LDA 115 ocas eco420 CHPX 11056 
OC26 881000 LDX ITA.BLE OC91 2580 8LO LOOP 
OC29 A710 CT STA ,X+ OC93 20A7 BRA HSctUf 
OC2B 8Cl020 CMPX HTAB ocgs
OC2E 26r9 BNB CT OC9S • OJ SPLAY BO'T"l'OH STATUS LINE • 
OC)O 8680 LDA 1128 OC95 
OC3Z 880400 LOX 11024 0C9S 8S05BO STATUS Ll>X 11504 
OC3S A780 CLS ST.l ,X+ OC98 9"88 STX $88 
OC37 8C0600 CMPX 11536 0C9A HOFBO LOX ISTATH 
OCJA 261'9 BMll CLS OC90 9611'8 LOA. SA.DOR 
OCJC 808006 NSCRN JSR $8(106 OC9F 8t>3A BSR HEX 
OC31' 8103 CHPA 13 OCA.1 ED81 STD ,X++ 
ocu 10270081 LB.BQ SAMP OCAJ 96FC LOA SADOR+l 
0Cf5 880400 LOX 11024 OCAS 8034 BSR HllX 
OC48 CBlOOO LOU ITABLK OCA7 li:D84 STD ,X 
OC4B 868P LOA 1143 OCA9 8SOJ'S'J LOX ISTllM+l 
octo 97B7 STA 231 OCAC 96FD LDA !IJ>OR 
OCtP' 13 SYNC oc.u: 8028 BSR HEX 
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OCBO £081 STD ,X++ OOJO 8152 CHPA l'R 
0CB2 96FE LOA EADOR+l 0031.i' 1027013C LBEQ RESET 
OCB4 8025 BSR H8X 0043 812£ CHPA I'. 
OCB6 £081 STD ,X++ 0045 102700AE LBl!!Q SPUP 
OCB8 OCFO LOO BAODR 0049 8l2C CHPA I'' 
OCBA 9JFB SUBO SADDR 0048 10270089 LBBO SPDN 
OCBC D7E7 STB 23 1 004F 8108 CHPA 18 
OCBB 8EOFP2 LOX ISTLE+l 0051 102700C7 LBEO LA 
OCCl 8018 BSR Hll:X 0055 8109 CKPA 19 
OCCJ 
0CC5 

8081 
96117 

STD 
LOA 

,X++ 
231 

0057 
ODSB 

1027001!:7 
8l0A 

L8EO 
CMPA 

RA 
110 

0CC7 8012 BSR HSX 0050 10270111 LBBQ DA 
OCC9 ED81 STD ,X++ 01>61 81 5E CKPA 194 
OCCB 8BOFFB LOX ISTOY+l 0063 102700F2 LB~O UA 
OCCB 860095 LOA Dl+l 0067 8115 CMPA 121 
OCDl 
0Cb3 
ocos 

8()08 
ED84 
81ii:OFOB 

BSR 
STD 
LOX 

H8X 
,x 
ISTAT - 1 

0069 
0060 
006F 

102700A5 
8150 
102700C4 

L8BO 
CMPA 
LBKO 

SLA 
193 
SRA 

OC08 7890E5 JHP $901E5 0073 8158 CMPA 191 
OCDB 
OCDB * RETURN NUHBBR UI HEX CHARS • 

0075 
0079 

102700EE 
815F 

LBRO 
CMPA 

SDA 
195 

OCDB 0078 10270000 LB&O SVA 
OCDB 3402 HEX PSHS A 007F 2091 BRA KBYP 
OCDD 
OCDB 

H 
44 

LSU 
LSRA 

01>81 
0081 * DIGITIZER ROUTINE • 

OCOP 44 LSRA 01>81 
OCBO 44 LSRA 0081 9EFB DIGI LOX SADOR 
OCEl 81130 ADDA 1'0 0083 C608 MBYTE LOS 18 
OCB3 8139 CHPA 1 1 9 0085 07E7 STS 231 
OCB5 2302 BLS lflfYB 0087 B6PF20 GBYTB LDA trno 
0CE7 8807 ADDA 17 008A 46 RORA 
0CB9 3504 NMYB PULS B 0,POll 56 RORB 
OCEB C40F AMOR 115 0D8C CSOl BITB 11 
OCEO C930 AODB 1'0 008.li: 2704 HO Dl 
OCEF Cl39 CHPB 1'9 0090 1021FFFC LBRlf • 
OCFl 230 2 BLS HEX O 0 .D94 8608 Dl LOA Ill 
0CF3 CB07 AOOB 17 0096 4A PZl DSCA 
OCF5 J9 HEX O RTS 01>97 26PD BffB PZl 
0CF6 
0CF6 
OCF6 
0CF6 
OCF9 

BOBA77 
8EOE8B 

" HAitf SN1PLER HEMU 

S A.MP .JSR $BA77 
LOX IHl -l 

DISPLAY' " 
0099 
Oo9B 
0090 
009P 
O.DA2 

OAK7 
26EA 
1!!780 
F705FF 
9CFO 

DEC 231 
BNB GBYTE 
STB ,X+ 
STB 1535 
CKPX Ji:ADDR 

OCFC BD90E5 JSR $901!!5 ODA4 2500 BLO NBYTE 
OCFF 
oooi 

B090E 5 
880400 

JSR 
LOX 

$90E5 
11024 

OOA6 
ODA8 

8660 
8705FF 

LOA 
STA 

196 
1535 

0005 A684 TOP LOA ,X OOAB 7EOD12 JHP KSYP 
0007 84BF ANDA 1191 OOA:I 
0009 
0008 

A780 
8C05EO 

STA ,X+ 
CHPX tl504 

ODll 
ODAB 

* PLAYBACK ROUTIMli • 
ODOK 26F5 BNE TOP ODAB 97P'A CJRC STA 250 
0010 8083 UPDAT BSR STATUS OOBO SF CLRB 
0012 808006 KEYP JSR $8006 ODBl 2003 BRA SK2 
0015 8103 CHPA 13 0DB3 SF PLAY CLRB 
0017 10270005 LBEO OUT 0084 07FA STB 250 
OOlB 8141 CHPA l'A OOB6 BDOClJ SK2 JSR Sll:TS 
0010 1027FF03 t.880 AMAL 0089 91CP'B PLAY2 LOX SAbOR 
0021 8144 CHPA I'D 0088 C608 PNB LOB f8 
0023 275C BEO OIOI ODBD D7E7 STB 231 
0025 
0027 

8150 
10270088 

CHPA 
LBli:O 

I 'P 
PLAY 

OOBP 
ODCl 

A680 
9CFD 

LOA ,Xt 
CJG>X EAl>DR 

0028 814 3 CHPA l'C ODC3 2414 BH8 POUT 
0020 10270070 LBBO CIRC ODC5 SF PRB CLRB 
0031 8153 CHPA 1•s OOC6 46 RORA 
003J 10270083 LBEO SAVE OOC7 2402 BCC SICIP 
0037 814C CHPA l'L OOC9 C67F LOB U7F 
0039 10270081 LBEO LOAD OOCB F7FF20 SKIP STB $Fl'20 

. 
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ODCIC C60B D2 LOB 111 0B-4D 2007 BRA CON2 

ODDO 5A PZ2 DICB 0£41' OCFB SUA LDD SADDR 

ODDI 26PD Biii PZ2 O&Sl C30080 ADDD 1128 

OD03 OU7 DIC 231 OES4 1093PD CHPD JIADDR 

0005 261:1 BMI PRB OIS7 250A BLO COIO 

0DD7 20.1:2 BRA PNB 0859 OCFB UA LDD SADDR 

0009 90A POUT LDA 250 OBSB 109JFO CHPD BADDR 

0008 2705 BBQ SH 0E5B 2403 BHS Cotf3 

0000 808006 JSR '8006 OB60 CJOOOl ADDO 1 1 

0080 271>7 BBQ PLAY2 OE63 l>l>f'B CONJ STD SADOR 

0082 C601 Siii LDB 11 OBG5 20Cl BRA CON4 

OD&t BDOClJ JSR sns 
 0£67 OCFB BOA LDD SADDR 
0DB7 7SOD12 JttP KIYP OE69 830080 SUDO 1128 

ODD 
 OE6C 10631770 CMPD IU 710
ONA • SST SAVE/LOAD FLAG FOR BASIC * 01:70 221'1 8HI C~3 

ODEA OE72 DCPB DA LOO SAOOR 

ODBA 8601 SA,vg LOA 11 OEH 10831770 CMPD 181770
OOKC 2002 BRA OUT OE18 23E9 BLS CONJ
ODEE 8602 LOAD LOA 12 OB7A 830001 SUBD 11 ooro 97FF' OUT STA f'LAG OE7D 2Gll:4 BRA COV3
001"2 lOPBOFFE LDS TllMP OE7P 
001"6 39 RTS OE7P RESET HBMORY TO FULL SIZE* * 0DF7 Oli171! 
ODF1 • CHANG8 DJ GJ/PLAY8ACK SP6!D • Oi?F 8El770 RESET LOX 1$1710 
0DF7 0B82 9P'F8 STX SADOR 
ODF7 860095 SPUP LOA Dl+l 0884 8Jt7FFF LOX 1$71'FF 

OOFA 8110 CHPA 116 O.E87 9Fll'D STX BADOR 

OOPC 2401 BHS CON 0£89 7EOD10 JHP UP OAT
OOi'B 4C INCA OE8C 
ODP'F B70D95 CON STA DlH OE8C 534F55 4E44 Hl FCC /SOUNDHOUSE SOUND SA/
0&:02 B10DCF S1'A 02H OE9F 40504C4552 FCC /tw1!R (C)l987/
0805 1EOD10 .JKP UPDAT OEAC 2020205752 FCC I WRITTEN BY: WAYN/
0108 860095 SPON LDA Dl+l OBBi' 452053400 FCC /E SMITHSON/,13,13 
O~OB 8101 CMPA 11 OECB tllA2047H' l'CC /A: CD TO AIL\Ll7.KIU 
0800 2711'0 BRQ CON Ol!l>C OD FCB 13 
OROF 4A DECA OEDD 44JA20U49 FCC /D: Dl ·GITJZE SOUND/
01:10 2oso BRA CON OKEi: OD FCB 13 
OIU2 OEEF 50JA20504C FCC /P: PLAYBACK SOUND (/
011:12 • CKANGB HBHORY ALLOCATION 8 OP02 53494B4HC PC8 /$lNGLll/,l3
0812 OFOA 433A20504C FCC /C: PLAYBACK SOUND (/
0112 D<:i'D SLA Ll>D lil:ADba ono 4349524355 FCC /CIRCULARJ/,13

OIU4 830080 SUBD 1128 
 OF27 5JJA205Hl rec /8: SAVE SAMPLBD SOO/
0£17 1093FB CHPD SADDR OPJA 4BHOD FCC /N0/,13

OB1A 220A BHI CON2 OP')D 4CJA.204CU' FCC /L: LOAD SAMPLBD SOU/

OlnC OCFD LA LOO EAODR OP50 414400 FCC /MO/,ll

OBU: 10931"8 CHPD SADDR OFS3 52JA205245 PCC /R: RBSBT HBHORY TO I 

OE21 230:5 BLS CON-4 01166 46554C4C20 FCC /FULL StZB/,13,0
OB23 830001 SUBD 11 OF71 4152524FS7 FCC /ARROW KEYS: ALTER H/
OE26 DDFD CON2 STD BADDR OP84 454D4P5259 FCC /lt10RY SIZE/, 13 
0828 86FF CON4 LOA 1$FF OF8P 3CJEJA2041 FCC/<>: ALTER DIGITIZE/
0£2A 811:0150 LOX tUSO OFAl 5220535045 rec /R SPBBD/,lJ
0820 A780 CLKB STA ,X+ 0FA9 4252454148 FCC /BRllAI: EXIT PROGRAM/
0821" 8C015A CHPX Ul5A OPBC ODOD fl'CB 13,U 
0&32 2611'9 BNI CLKB Ol'BK 5354415254 FCC /START DD L/
OBJ4 7BO.Dl0 JHP UPDAT OFDl 454Bt754U !'CC /UGTH SPBBD/,0
OSJ7 DCPD SRA LOO EAl>OR OPDF 1430303030 STAT FCC /$0000 I 
OK39 C30080 ADDO 1128 0Flil:8 H30303030 S'l'I• rec /$0000 I 

OIJC 10837Ff'F C.WO 1$1FFP OFPl 2430303030 STLB FCC /$0000 I 

OE40 2384 BLS C-0•2 OFl'A 2<1303000 STOY rec 1•001,0

0142 OCPD RA LDD BADDR OP'FE 0000 'l'KKP POD 0 

0£44 10837FFF CHPO U7FVF 1000 TABLS RHB 32 

0148 2408 BHS CON4 1020 12 HAB NOP 

01:4A C30001 ADDO 11 1021 
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' Write to TheExpert atDragonUser

Expert S Arcade Arena Hou~!,:~x~'~:~:~~~·IHP 
AH, the sweet fragrance of Autumn 
dwindles throughout the Dragon world, 
and with it brings a host of new titles, new 
news, and even more exciting, a new Ex
perttheservicesofwhom you have for one 
month only, so enjoy and savour. 

Straight down to business, and indeed, 
the Expert, ladies and gentlemen, boys, 
girls and even the Editor is proud to present 
the A-Z guide to Dragon arcade games so 
far released this year. So with no further 
ado, take it away ... 

CRAZY FOOTA 2/3 (Orange Software): 
Released on the verge of 1988, and priced 
at £2.99, the Crazy Foota destiny con
tinues. this time offering a vast improve
menton Crazy Foota 1, which reminded me 
of a program I once wrote on a ZX-80. 
However, it has all changed, this time in· 
oorporating colour graphics, along with 
several other new additions. 

Your goal(?) is of course to defeatthe op
position be it microchip or human using 
eleven players, symbolized on the screen 
as being eleven 'match-stick men', who 
may only be moved in a horizontal line. This 
subsequently results in the game being 
one of strategy more than arcade, but none 
the worse for that. 

This certainly offers a stark contrast to 
that of.Indoor Football, with an equally con
trasting price, easily justifying the outlay. 

Track des.igner 
BUST-OUT (Dragonfire Services): Not 

being in the luxurious position of having a 
crystal ball , I am unable to comment on this 
game as. at the lime of writing, it has yet to 
be released. H'owever, dusting off old 
cobwebs, I am assured by Andrew H'ill of 
Dragonfire that this is solely based upon 
Breakout , which was seemingly first 
released when cavemen first discovered 
the wheel. Will it survive the test of time? 
Only time will tell ... 

FORMULA ONE (Pamcomms): Releas
ed at the London show in December 1987, 
but still worthy of mention, this version of 
Scalectrix has already over-taken Speed 
Racer and looks geared to become one of 
the best all-round games produced for the 
Dragon. 

On a split screen format, would-be Nigel 
Mansells have the option of racing either 
the computer or a friend, al.ong. with having 
the additional option of being able to 
design his/her/its very own tracks, utilising 
a separate program hidden on side B. Con
gratulations to Pam D'Arcy on an excep
tional game, which incidentally ls her first 
for the Dragon ... I sincerely hope it isn't her 
last 

(S;ncer;ty doesn't always pay-Ed.) 

LUCIFER'S KINGDOM (Orange Soft
ware): P·riced at £5.95, Lucifer's Kingdom , 
in my immortal opin ion, deserves to be at 

the top of any list which may find its way to 
Santa in forthcoming months. Comprised 
of detailed scrolling graphics, the game's 
aim is to find and defeat the elusive Lucifer. 
Having other ideas, eight sets of menacing 
aliens act as a speedy and seemingly 
never ending obstacle course, to which 
you must weave, dodge and generally 
blast to Woo-ga-woo-ga land . This tantaliz
ingly addictive game should not be miss· 
ed. acting as a much needed stimulant 
now the cold, dark, evenings are almost 
upon us. 

MANDRAGORE (Kouga Software): I 
once had a friend who believed the 
Dragon. as a games machine, was a 
shambles. Looking back at the archives, it 
was hard to argue against that point. 

However, one brief glimpse of Man
dragora, available at only £4.00, would 
easily dispel any myths, as without a 
doubt, if this quality of software is maintain
ed, the Dragon is set to rival any 8 bit 
machine, purely on the strength of it being 
a games machine. 

You play the part of Mandragore an ad
vanced robot , the aim of whom is to battle 
through two levels of mummies, trapped 
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eagles,. aardvarks, and anything else one 
could possibly imagine. 

On the basis of my brief glimpse, Kouga 
Software is definitely a name to watch out 
for. 

SUPA NOVA (Orange Software): Supa 

Nova is prominently based on the oldie but 
certainly not goldie Meterolds, which many 
of you may have found to accompany your 
Dragon 32 upon purchasing it. 

As you may have already gathered, I am 
not the most ardent fan of Meteroids and I 
am afraid this version does not inspire me 
enough to change my views. 

For the record , your aim is to blast 
everything in sight to smithereens 
however, instead of inheriting a more 
powerful 'zapper' the intrepid captain 
must. in my view, laboriously place protons 
(mines) in the hope that an unsuspecting 
meteroid should trigger them off, which in 
tum, creates more smaller, if not faster, un
suspecting meteroids. 

Even with an 'economical ' price tag of 
£2.99 I am only able to recommend this 
game to those to whom Meteroids is the 
best thing since Neighbours, and who re
quire a varying version ofan old flame if not 
an old pain. 

UTOPIA (Pu ser) : Fresh from the clut
ches of Jonathan Cartwright , it has been 
said that this is very similar to the 
aforementioned Lucifer's Kingdom, 
although, while I find the basic elements of 
the game to be of a kind, the only other 
aspect of the game which I can view as be
ing similar is the fact that they are both truly 
excellent games, unsurpassed by any 
other in their field . 

Your aim is to escape, as the title sug
gests, from the planet Utopia, and in doing 
so, escaping from the unique defence 
system, avoiding Karnakaze style space 
craft, amidst objects strewn on the planet's 
surface. 

As already stated, priced at £5.45, this 
game carries my thorough recommenda
tion, and indeed, rather than picking bet
ween Lucifer's Kingdom and this, I would 
venture to suggest you purchase both, as 
you are unlikely to find better. 

Small but perfect 
Quality comes before quantity, and 

that's certainly how the Dragon arcade 
scene looks a.t this precise chapter in time. 
In order to keep the continuing stream of 
new released coming, the firm message 
from the suppliers suggests that they 
urgently require more support. With the 
current quality of arcade games being pro
duced, there are few who deserve it more 
so. 

My final message to you, my oyal 
friends, before I sHp off into the voids of the 
editorial bin, never to be seen again, is sup· 
port them to support you . You (and your 
bulging wallet) have the golden opportuni
ty to do so at the Arosfa Hotel, Weston 
Super Mare, on Sunday December 4. In 
the humble words of the Four Tops, 'I 'll pe 
there .. .' Don't let that put you off, will you? 
After all, it wouldn't be much of a show 
without you, would it? Good night. 
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THE ups and downs of 'hailstone' numbers 
formed the basis of the June competition. 
"What is the smallest starting number 
which will , wh ile being hailstoned, pro
duce a maximum which exceeds one 
million", we asked. The vital words in the 
questions were "The smallest starting 
number ...", so those of you who did a quick 
calculation and worked backwards from 
1,000,006 to arrive at 333,335 were well off 
the mark. All of the entries which attemp
ted a 'work backwards' approach often us
ing qu ite refined programming ended up 
becoming enmeshed in an ever
increasing tangle of diverging pathways. 
Unfortunately, while following any number 
10 its conclusion in the normal manner is 
simplicity itself, attempting to trace that 
path backwards is virtually impossible. 

The reason is not hard to fi nd. Certain 
numbers can be formed from two possible 
generators, and on reaching one of these 
there are two paths which need to be 
followed. For ex.ample, working backwards 
from52wecan gotoeither 104or 17. lnfact, 
any number in the form 6z + 4 where z is 
any positive integer will present this 
d ivergence. Consequently, we would ex
pect to reach such a number every six 
steps, after which we must continue to 
trace two separate paths, which will 
themselves branch before long, and so on. 

As an example of this type of approach the 
current year 1988 has been worked 
backwards for a few steps and it can be 
seen that after only nine iterations the in
itial value has diverged into twelve 
separate channels. 

This was one occasion when the 
simplest method of approach proved to be 
the ideal method, that is, start at 1 and test 
each number in succession until the first is 
reached, which produces a maximum in 
excess of one million. The fact that there is 
no proved connection between any star
ting value and either its maximum or the 
number of steps taken to reach unity 
should have indicated that this was the 
best system. 

John S Blatch of Weybridge ran an 
analysis on the maxima reached while the 
1819 individual tests were in progress and 
found that the maximum 9,232 occurred 
most frequently; in fact, 625 times during 
thetest. Th iswasequivalenttoafrequency 
of over 34%, by far in excess of its nearest 
rival . Why, he asks, is this? Following on 
from this idea, I ran a check on all starting 
values up to ten thousand and the 'top ten ' 
maxima are shown here. Because of the 
higher range of numbers under test, the 
relative frequency of 9232 has fallen from 
the figure just quoted, but this value is still 
well ahead of its nearest rival. Of course, 

Maximum Frequency 

I 9232 1579 =15 . 79% 
 11 
2 39364 187 =I. 97% 12 
3 250504 143 =I. 43% 13 
4 95956 92 "(J .00% 14 
5 21688 87 =15 
6 4372 71 ; JS 
7 190996 69 17 
8 13120 67 18 
9 1276936 60 19 
10 45520 54 20 

1983 
I 

39 76 
I 

1 325 7952 
I I 

2650 1590 4 
I I 

883 5300 5301 
I I I 

1.766 ('16 01) 10602 
I I I 

3532 21200 3533 2120 4 
I I I I 

706 4 1177 4 2 400 7066 42 408 
I I I I I 

1 41 28 2354 8 480 0 1 41 33 1 4132 23~5 84 816 
I I I I I I I 

th is percentage will continue to drop the 
higher the range of numbers that are being 
tested . 

This is clearly because once our starting 
value has exceeded 9232, this particular 
maximum can never be scored again, so 
the frequency will never exceed the 1579 
shown on the table. Whether, by continuing 
to run the program and test values up to 
many millions, another higher scoring 
maximum exists is a matter for conjecture. 
If there is such a value, it will probably be a 
very high number is order to all!ow a suffi
cient frequency to be scored before the 
values being tested again pass th is max
imum. Then, thewholeprocedurewill start 
all over again .. . 

If any readers have any ideas concern
ing the high frequency of 9232 I will pass 
the information on it a future article. July 
also had an additional puzzle. This was the 
decipherment of a coded message. Only 
two readers managed to crack it, and they 
were that formidable duo from Mid
dlesbrough, DJ Gray and F J Taylor. Was 
this a joint effort , I ask myself? Anyway, 
congratulations for spotting that there 
must have been an intermediate 'key' to 
the code, and in determining that th is key 
was the words 'Dragon User'. (Yet another 
way in which Dragon User can be used to 
unlock the mysteries of the Universe!) 

14308 47 
8080 44 

65608 40 
2752 39 

44224 37 
80512 37 

345544 36 
41524 35 
14560 33 
10528 32 

31808 
I 

636 1 6 
I 

12723 2 21205 
I I 

25 44 6 4 4 2 410 
I I 

5 08 9 28 8 4821 8 4 8 20 
I I I 

4 708 1 69600 28266 2826 4 4 710 169632 1017856 1696 4 2 1 96 40 28273. . 
: 
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Write: ADVENTURE 

Pete Gerrard finds the streets of London paved with misadventure. 

SIX months ago, in the Ap-ril 1988 issue of 
Dragon User, this column devoted its 
space to something which I termed 'in
teractive faction'. The idea was that people 
conjured up ideas for adventure games 
that were based on fact , rather than fiction , 
and subsequently turned those ideas into 
what would become some pretty in
teresting games. One or two of my local ac
quaintances have said that they would like 
to hear some more, so with the editor's kind 
permission ... 

We'll stick to two of the main themes, 
mainly episodes from my college days and 
getting your facts right when writing an 
adventure game, but we'll not be bothering 
quite so much with science and science 
fiction adventures. We'll see. What we will 
be considering is the streets of London and 
various incidents that took place upon 
them, and if you 're going to be sending an 
adventure to Rainbird (for example) it 
would be well if you got all the facts about 
London correct . since they are based in the 
place. Even if you were sending your game 
to a company who'd never set foot in Lon
don, someone playing it would pull you up 
ii you got something wrong. 

Alma Mater 
In our imaginary adventure you are a 

character who, in my time at UCL(Universi
ty College London , and what was that com
ment about the UCL old bats club last time 
amund, Helen?!) (You were the one who 
said "Tolkien has a lot to answer for" last 
month, me dear.) was almost invariably 
known only by his surname, which was 
Pope. Pope was a legend at college, and if 
one or two of the incidents attributed to him 
did in fact happen to other people, that is 
not important. They could , and should, 
have happened to Pope. What is important 
is that we get our settings right. For in
stance, if an incident took place on Tot
tenham Court Road, involving Barclays 
Bank, is there really a Barclays Bank 
there? There are, in fact, two of them, and 
the one in question is at the end of Torr
ington Place. 

It transpired one night that our intrepid 
hero was cycling home (Pope cycled 
everywhere), and was feeling somewhat 
wobbly owing to an over-indulgence in 
horizontal lubricant. Pope was in need of 
money, and came to a halt outside the 
aforementioned bank. After a little search 
he came up with his card and attempted to 
insert it in the magic money machine, but 
alas for him the machine wasn't working. 
To his befuddled mind th is must have 
seemed like a tremendous insult, and he 
searched around tor a brick to throw 
through the window. He found one, a hefty, 
solid sort of brick, ideal for smashing win
dows with. He hurled it at the bank, but 

made one unfortunate error. He forgot to let 
go. The result of this was that both brick 
and Pope careened through the window, 
and there he lay until the police arr,ived and 
hauled him away. How, as an adventurer, 
would you explain your way out of that one? 

The second incident took place at the 
same spot. Here you need to know another 
fact or two about Tottenham Court Road . 
The bank is on one corner of a T-junction , 
and here there are two sets of traffic lights. 
Opposite one of them there are two 
telephones. Rarely working, but there they 
are. Again it was night time, again Pope 
was cycling home, and again he'd been im
bibing well , if not wisely, in Chateau Col
ostomy. He was brought to a halt at one of 

the sets of lights, and for once he didn't sail 
through them but decided to wait. A car 
pulled up alongside him, and there they 
waited together. And waited. And waited, 
until the little devil that was whispering in
side Pope's brain got the better of him and 
he got off his bike. He leant it carefully 
against the lights, went over to the car, and 
let the air out of all its tyres. The driver was, 
naturally, horrified by this, but as Pope was 
a much bigger man he simply ran to the 
'phones and called the police. By the time 
they arrived Pope had had a fit of remorse, 
and was attempting to re-i nflate the tyres. 
The police found him lying down by the 
side of the car, attempting to blow them up. 
By mouth. Once more he was hauled away, 
and once more how would you get out of 
that situation, adventure players? 

Pope of ES 
Our final incident in our imaginary 

adventure on the streets of London, at 
least, the final one involving Pope, took 
place in Hackney, EB. Not E7 or E9. but EB. 
There was a party going on, it was the early 
hours of the morning, and the liquid had 

been flowing for qu ite some time. Pope and 
the owner of the flat , who shall remain 
nameless, decided that the one thing the 
flat needed to make it complete was a 
zebra crossing outside it, so that they could 
cross the busy road in safety during 
daylight. Needless to say, at three o'clock 
in the morning there wasn't much trattic 
about, and so they set to with one tin of 
black paint and one tin of white paint , one 
each, to paint their very own zebra cross
ing. Unfortunately, one of the neighbours 
noticed this and didn't take it in quite the 
charitable manner in which it was intend
ed. They called the police, but by the time 
they arrived the crossing was finished and 
Pope and owner were safely back inside. 
When the knock on the door came the one 
thing you don't do is open it while carrying 
two tins of paint and saying 'It's a fair cop, 
guv.' 

Get an Ato Z 
With so much scope for an adventure 

based on the streets of London I am sur
prised that there aren't more games writ
ten about it. If you 're going to do one, arm 
yourself with an A to Z or some equivalent. 
You don't want to have Victoria station on 
the Northern Line of the underground, for 
example. You don't want Hampstead 
Heath south of the river Thames. or that 
splendid hostelry The Spaniards being 
nowhere near the Heath. Hackney and its 
marshes are in east London, not west , and 
if you're going to have a 39 Steps-type 
escapade clambering up Big Ben you 
might like to have little details like a flag fly
ing from Victoria Tower when parliament is ' 
sitting. and so on. 

'Underneath the arches' went the song, 
and the place really exists, at the back of 
Charing Cross station. Close by is an ex
cellent p lace to start an adventure game, a 
pub known as The Sherlock Holmes. This 
is much more than just a pub, it is possibly 
the most well visited of all pubs during the 
tourist season . It is also a kind of museum 
to the great fictional detective, with a rather 
alarming hound of the Baskervilles leering 
down at you from the wall. Could be many 
an adventure item hidden in this particula.r 
building . 

Minor details in adventures always help 
to set the scene. so if you 're going to in
clude London Zoo as part of your adven
ture map it might help to recall one incident 
there several summers ago. Two of us were 
strolling around the zoo. admiring the 
animals, andweendedupatone point next 
to a row of cages all full of varieties of 
pheasants. Nearby was a troop of Boy 
Scouts being led by a rather harassed look
ing gentleman. I was examining one of the 
cages, started reading the little notice in 
front of it that was telling me all about its 
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occupants, when I burst out laughing. I only recently turned 18, so perhaps his being diverted all over the place because 
pointed at the sign, my friend read it, and over-exuberance could be explained. We of a road being moved, the weather 
she too was overcome with mild hysterics. had, after all , spent the night in varrous decides that it will transform itself instantly 
The pheasant in question went by the taverns. As midnight approached he from sunshine to rain, some shops have 
rather unfortunate name of the Cockless climbed to the top of one of the fountains, closed early because of half-day closing 
Pheasant, and whoever wrote the sign and waved happily at the world as the New while others remain open, those that are 
must have had a sense of humour. This Year dawned. When he got back home his selling cards are selling only those sort 
bird, thisCockless Pheasant, is apparently mother asked him if he'd enjoyed himself. with rhymes so twee that it makes you 
very difficult to breed in captivity! Hardly He replied that he had. He hadn't had too cringe even to look at them . To say nothing 
surprising really with a name like that, but much to drink, hoped his mother. No, of knowing that one cannot leave the 
we left the harassed gentleman to explain answered the lad humbly, he hadn't. Then, house before the post has arrived in case 
it to his scouts. We were saying nothing. his mother wanted to know, what were you the hellhound next door decides to add to 

And of course, in zoos, chimpanzees doing on top of that ...... fountain on the its collection of postmen buried in the back 
always misbehave when young people are news on television?! Caught out by garden by pinching another one (and his 
watching. I think they do It deliberately. modern technology, another trap for the post) from under my very nose. Douglas 

One last place that must be included in a adventurer in London. Adams (Hltchikers' Guide to the Galaxy 
London adventure is the famous Trafalgar man) has co-produced a very successful 
Square. Complete with Nelson's column , adventure called Bureaucracy, based on 
the lions guarding the place, and the foun the problems of dealing with such things Birthday card 
tains. Overlooking it all is the imposing as banks and airports. They are as naught 
visage of the National Gallery, and in hap So with a combination of facts and ex compared to the problems of coping with 
pier times when the place wasn't cordoned perience, it's not always that difficult to objects like postmen, dogs, buses, and bir
off and you didn't go there in fear of your come up with good and original ideas for thday cards. 
life, New Year's Eve saw us all con adventure games. My own troubles of to Well, I hope that gives you a few ideas for 
gregating outside the Gallery before going day, in fact, would have made an in adventures. Enough of ideas, though, 
fora splash in thefountainsto celebrate the teresting enough quest. Buying a birthday we've neglected programming long 
New Year as Big Ben rang out the midnight card for grandmother wou ld seem, on the enough, so back to that next time around. 
hour. One year my cousin came down to face of it , an easy mission. Not so, dear Meanwhile, all this writing about beer and 
London to join in the celebrations. He had reader, not so, &specially when buses are events of long ago, I'm going to the pub! 

COMING up in November of this year (ex tion I replied "of course". The original plan about it. The train journey was cold but 
act date next month) is an interesting event was for us to travel down separately on Fri otherwise uneventful , as ever Iwas aghast 
for adventurers everywhere. It's an annual day and then meet up on the Saturday at the price British Rail charge tor cans of 
bash, and this is a sideways look at some of somewhere near the Europa Gallery. McEwans Export, we planned out several 
the happenings from last year. adventures, and were only half an hour late 

The Adventurers' Convention was held getting into London Euston. I forget British 
at the Europa Gallery, part of Sutton Rail's excuse, dead wallaby on the line at 
library, on the 28th November 1987. It was Crewe, or some such nonsense. 
apparently the second such convention, On the pretext of showing Sandra my old 
although I never heard anything about the university followed by the possibility of 
first. At it we were promised such treats as meeting some of my former colleagues if 
talks on multi-user adventures, adventure 
creator programs and what the future 
holds for adventure games, as well as 
demonstrations of various popular games 
throughoutthe day. What did we get? Read 
on ... 

Sutton bound 
You know me, always game for a laugh, 

so when Sandra Sharkey (then of the fan
zines Adventure Probe and Soothsayer However, events were such that we ended 
fame but now moved on to great things in up travelling down together, so, devious to 
the adventure world) asked me if I was the last, I arranged a meeting with so
trundling down to Sutton for the conven- meone without telling Sandra anything 

we went into a particular pub, we arrived at 
the Jeremy Bentham at about ten past two. 
A nod to a friend , I asked him and Sandra 
what they wanted to drink, and then said to 
Sandra " I thought you might like to meet 
my brother". Yes, Mike Gerrard , adventure 
reviewer extraordinaire, lurking behind 
several pints of lager. An interesting chat 
about the world of adventures occupied 
our moot tor the next hour or so, then Mike 
had to be off and Sandra had to be 
deposited on a train to Sutton to meet her 
sister, with whom she would be staying the 
night. 

No problem, you might think. Hang on, 
this is an adventurers' convention we're 
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going to, and life is never that easy. Sandra 
was. understandably enough in the wake 
of the terrible fire at King's Cross, unwilling 
to travel on the underground, and since it is 

1 
many years since I sat on a bus in London 
I decided to do the tourist bit and walk to 
Victoria. It's not that far, really ... (I made 
that mistake once, only in the reverse direc

' 	 tion. Saved 40p in tube fairs and had to 
spend £4 getting my shoes re-soled.) 

Hours later the lantern was going dim, 
the food was running out and the water had 
all but vanished, so we cast the frotz spell 
on Sandra's carrier bag and proceeded to 
admire Buckingham Palace by spell-light. 
Unfortunately we didn't have a featureless 
white cube to blorple ourselves to the sta
tion. so we had to endure the most incredi· 
ble swarm of starlings around the Mall 
before actually reaching the Palace. Was 
Lady Di there? Couldn't see her. There was 
a guardsman, but as he wasn't wearing a 
red uniform Sandra cursed him loudly and 
we hurried on. 

Eventually Sandra was deposited on the 
1 correct train to Sutton and I was free. I will 

skate over the events of Friday night for fear 
of alarming those of a nervous disposition . 

Saturday morning dawned bright and 
early, and after reading some advance 
news of Beyond Zork in the wonderful ln
focom newsletter The Status Line, to which 
all must sendofffor immediately, Dim Ii Glo
ing (the real one! My host for the weekend, 
John Ryan) and I decided that we wanted a 
'wand of annihilation': Cast the wand of an· 
nihilation at the discipline crab was an ex
ample input given , I must have one. If we 
did, we might have found it slightly easier to 
park in Sutton, but as it was we had to leave 
our chariot down a side street on a yellow 
line and hope and pray that nothing would 
happen to it. 

After that bad start (we did find an NCP 
place that had space for 3,000 cars, but as 
weonlyhadonewe ignored it} lifedid,n't gel 
any better when we tried to find the Europa 
Gallery. Eventually we flagged down two 
policemen and things got rapidly worse 
when Oimli started off with "excuse me 
chaps, can you ... oh, sorry madam" as a 
policewoman in trousers went red and 
glared at him. Her friend seemed most 
amused, and directed us to where we 
wanted to be. Outside the gallery was a 
Sandra Sharkey, bearing the bag of gifts, 
and after a hasty cigarette we went into the 
convention. At last! 

Civic scenario 
It was taking place in Sutton Civic Cen

tre, which houses a wonderful library and 
many other offices and doors and lifts, 
plenty of scope in which to lose ourselves. 
We did, of course, butfina11ygottothestart 
of the convention proper. 

Since Sandra had already been in for a 
q u lck look round she just marched straight 
past the reception desk. I, bearing my 
Adventure Probe free ticket, was duly 
registered and walked in after Sandra. 
Dimli tried to follow me butwas pulled back 
by the chap on the desk. "Damn!" he ex
claimed, "my cloak of invisibility's worn off, 

must get another one", and when he sign
ed himself in as Dimli Gloing and tried to 
pay two .Zorkmids for his entrance money 
he left behind one very confused recep
tionist and joined me and Sandra. 

Downstairs there was not a lot going on, 
so we decided to travel to the upstairs part 

·of the convention . Two lifts, an orange one 
and a green one, to choose from. A cruc ial 
decisi.on, but we got into the orange one, 
pressed the up button, and after a mo
ment's hesitation we were off. 

Upstairs, and an engaging chat with 
Mike Austin , one of the many Austins 
responsible for Level 9. On an Atari 1040, 

wh ich amazingly managed not to disap
pear into Sandra's carrier bag, he was run
ning the then latest Level 9 adventure epic, 
Gnome Ranger. Wonderful stuff. It's worth 
buying it just to read the book that accom
panies the game, a diary belonging to the 
hero Ingrid. Such characters as Arback 
and lsfront (not sure about the spelling 
there) Garden, and grandma. In the game, 
wherever an 'n' can appear at the start of a 
word it is prefixed with a 'g'. Thus you can 
move gnorth, gnorth east, the prompt for 
the first few moves is 'what gnext ', or 'what 
gnow' I suppose, but grandma takes this. to 
extremes, at one point calling someone a 
gnigngnie. The graphics on the 1040 were 
truly wonderful, and Dimli bought a copy 
there and then. 

We heard a lot about graphics in adven
tures, and it seems that many people only 
put them in because the distributors will 
not take on a game that doesn't have them. 
Some people rave about them of course, 
the very same people who rave about MUD 
and Shades, two multi-user over the 
'phone games, but dothey have graphics? 
They do not, so I think we ought to start a 
campaign for MUGs to have graphics. 
After all, if a humble Dragon can have 
them. surely something with the power of a 
DEC-10 or whatever is~ capable of having 
them and displaying superb pictures? 
Takes tongue out of cheek: and carries on ... 

We went on to another Atari and an
noyed Magnetic Scrolls' people by im
mediately turning the graphics oH on The 
Pawn and started to solve it from scratch. 
After expressing our own annoyance at the 

many inconsistencies in the game, and 
how it ever won a game of the year award is 
beyond me, we went elsewhere. 

Actually, we went to a pub, but we'll ig
nore that diversion and get back to the con· 
vent ion. 

Along with Jim O'Keefe, an adventure 
reviewer we chanced upon on one ofo:u r in
numerable visits to the coffee bar, we went 
to the last talk of the day (slight confusion 
over the other two owing to pub opening 
hours}, a discussion on the future of adven
ture games with Peter Killworth as the main 
speaker. Main? Ha, only speaker. The man 
would brook no interruptions and discus
sions of interesting topi~ . and from the 
way he put his opinions across it seemed 
that no-one else in the world knew how to 
write adventure games except him. I 
believe I saw an Austin shaking his head 
sadly at one point, and as Killworth droned 
on and on more than ever did I want my 
wand of annihilation. Failing that , I just got 
up and walked out with Sandra, and Oimli 
joined us moments later in another retreat 
to the coffee bar. There we met Sandra's 
sister carrying oodles of stuff belongi.ng to 
Sandra, and that was really the end of t:he 
day's entertainment. 

Horizontally mobile 
Being a kindly fellow Diml1 gave Sandra 

a lift back to Euston Station, and we made 
sure that she got on the right train at the 
right time. Not one of life's great travellers, 
our Sandra, as she would be the first to ad
mit. A minor panic at seeing several hun
dred policemen and police dogs on the 
station escorting a horde of football fans 
somewhere, but wherever they were going 
they were not going on to the adventure 
train and Sandra could go safely home to 
sunny Wigan. 

I stayed on an extra day, principal y 
because I wanted a drink at Sunday lun
chtime in Hampstead. It was so misty we 
nearly missed the pub, but we got there in 
the end. What a collection of customers! I 
love it , do people like this really exist? They 
do, thousands of them, and they can stay 
there. Upwardly mobiles everywhere, and 
by the time we left the pub we were mobile 
as well , but sadly not very upward. A 
distinct incline to the horizontal , I fear. 

And the convention? A good idea that 
no-one seemed to know what to do with, 
was the overall opinion of Dimli and I. More 
publicity would have helped, invitations to 
leading adventure journalists and 
magazines that favour adventures, and 
certainly more advance warning about it 
all. Buttheydidtheirbest, and one or two of 
the exhibitors could have tried harder and 
made things even better. Level 9 reigned 
supreme, and words of praise once again 
for Mike Austin for indulging us in our, at 
times. somewhat bizarre conversations. 

This year will ,. I'm sure, be bigger and 
be ter, and good luck to them . I'll probably 
be there, and perhaps I might see one or 
two of you as well. Not too much that 's 
specifically Dragon, but interesting tor all 
adventurers nevertheless. And that 's that! 
Bye for this month. 
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How many monkeys in a coconut? 

Gordon Lee has a loverly bunch of puzzles 

FROM time to time on th is page we present 
an assortment of miscellaneous problems 
which can be solved by a computer ap
proach . This month, here is a selection 
which have been sent in by readers, and 
which other Dragon users will, no doubt, 
find good practice in programming . 

First , from Paul Weedon of Wotton 
under-Edge comes a fam iliar alphamatic: 

CROSS 
ROADS 

DANGER 

This is an addition sum in wh ich the digits 
1 to 9 have to be substituted for the letters 
different letters represent different digits. 
Zero is not used. Although the puzzle itself 
dates from pre-computer times, Paul sug
gests a programming approach especially 
as the letters include those in the word 
'Dragon'! 

Mention of this 'Dragon' connection 
reminds me of an alphamatic problem 
which was one of our competition ques
tions a couple ot years ago, and which 
more recent readers may like to tackle : 

DRAGON= •• 

USER 

In this alphamatic, the result of the division 
isa two-<ligit number in which the two digits 
may, or may not, be alike. If this value is 
cubed and the digits of this cube 

replaced by the appropriate letters from 
'DRAGON/USER', the result is a fam iliar 
English word. 

Another problem which can be readily 
solved by computer is the puzzle of the 
'Monkey and the Coconuts'. This has been 
suggested by David lngrams of Nor
thampton . 

Five castaways are marooned on a 
desert island . They had collected some 
coconuts which they agreed to share the 
follow ing morning . During the night, the 
first man awoke and, fearing that he maybe 
cheated out of his share of the coconuts. 
decided to claim his share while the other 
men were still asleep. Dividing the pile of 
nuts into five equal piles, he found that he 
had one coconut left over, so he gave this to 
the monkey. Hiding his share, he pi led the 
remaining lour piles together and went 
back to sleep. Each of the other lour men 
woke in turn and decided on the same 
course of action . Each time there was one 
nut remaining from the division, wh ich was 
given to the monkey. The following day 
they all awoke and were able to divide the 
remaining coconuts exactly between 
them. Can you say what is the smallest 
number of coconuts that must have been 
present at the start? An addit ional problem 
asks for lhe initial number ii, when making 
the final division the following morning, 
there was one coconut left over which was 
given to the monkey, of course! 

The subject of perfect squares was of in
terest to a couple of readers . A. Radford of 

method curremry in operation). 
For this month's ti~reaker. I would like 

suggestions for the best way to get Dragon 
User copy to the right place on time in the 
event of a total postal services strike. This 
should not involve handing the copy to a 
memoor of the advertising staff (fortunate
ly, Dragon User has no advertising staff) at 
the PCW Show. The best suggestions will 
be forwarded to •• ~ ·*"•• • ... (no, I don't real
ly want to lose advertisers and con
tributors). 

August winners 
THE August competitors seem to have 
squeezed home before the strike. Owing to 
circumstances that we won't pry into, the 
answer to the problem as printed did not 
work outto the nice round sum originally in· 
tended, so we have allowed a range of 
calculations falling (as It happens) roughly 
between 20472 Inches and 20487 inches. 

There were quite a few beautiful pro
grams= quite wrong answers, as is to 
be ex in a puzzle of this type. TM 
eventuaheolpientsda._•~••--

Norwich writes that there are just four 
eight-digit perfect squares in which the first 
three digits are the same as the last three 
digits and are in the same order. Can you 
find them? 

Eight-digit squares are also of interest to 
Tom Denton of South Norwood who asks: 

1) Find any eight-digit squares in which 
the number formed by the fi rst four digits is 
juat one more than the number formed 
from the last four. For example, 68476846 
except that here th is number is not a 
perfect square. 

2) Repeat the above, except that this 
time the fi rst four digits should be one less 
than the last tour. 

Finally, here is another problem from Paul 
Weedon, this time relating to the digits 1 to 
9 m the order that they appear on a pocket 
calculator: 

789 
456 
123 

The problem requ ires you to find sets of 
four prime numbers, as follows: First , 
select three ditterent d igits so as to make a 
three-d igit number say 1, 2, and 9 to make 
129. Note the pattern formed on the keypad 
by the positions of these keys, and then 
rotate this pattern three times 90 degrees 
each time and note the three three-digit 
numbers indicated at each turn . In the 

beaten itBW8'19Cl'OIS theman:hea framat. 
Brides Major, will t.: 

Anthony M. Clarke of Wirral. E A 
Newman of Add.lestone. 0 R Maraden d 
Garston, Dave Lardner of Rutherglen, 
Terry Potter of Chiseldon, Denis O'MO~ 
ofComberton, BrianHughesofHountlaW. 
George H. Fletcher of HallGreen (who may 
recognise parts of the picture on page 4), 
Roy Cashmore of Market Harborough and 
Fred WillefS of Yarnfield, who ~ a 
special mention for rendering hi• •MWW 
into furlongs. 

'appen another time we'll remember 
tell you what units we'd like! My cafcU'*" 
finger 's all wore out. 

This is the first t ime we've had ~ 
poems without actually asking, and Vfll!'I 
good they were too. The mt went even,tf 
split between groveUy hwitationa 
realising the assets, so we.liked kJser OQlt 
Robertson's view: "If I had a Hol8I 
Mayfair, t would have lots of washing up 
do every day." 
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case given the set of numbers would also asks if readers can say what, apart keypad, choose four dig its. Thus. by 
therefore be 129, 367, 981 and 743. The from all being prime. each set has in com· rotating the pattern so formed four four
solutions we are after and there are three in mon with other sets. The solution to this, digit numbers wil l be generated. As before, 
all must all be comprised of prime and all the other problems, will appear in a these four numbers must all be prime. Paul 
numbers. So, In the example just given , as future issue. has found just one set , and it is this answer 
129and981 arenotprimethissetwould be The competition this month is an exten that is required to win one of th is month's 
rejected. sion of th is last problem. Instead of starting prizes. 

Asasupplimentarytothis problem, Paul with a three-digit sequence of keys on the 

This ts Gordon Lee's ownThe Answer solul1on to the August compet1t1on 
see page 26 for resu lts 

ANSWER: The total length of the spiral 10 D=O:REM PI : J. 1 415926 
would be in the region of 568.75 yards. 20 FOR R; 2.7 5 TO 5 .7 5 STEP 0 . 00 39 1 30 4 

3 0 Co. 2 *P I * R 
SOLUTION: The calculation is performed 40 D=D +C 
by assuming that the record is made up ot 

50 NJo-.:XTa series of concentric circular grooves 
rather than the true single spiral . Suppose 60 PR INT" Total i 5 tance (i n ya r d s) ": PRINT D/ 36 
that it was possible to ciut and deform a 
gramophone record in the following way: 
First, a cut fS made along a radius from the diameter is so small, each spiral segment tions from start to fin ish , and therefore this 
centre to the outer edge. Now each groove would be virtually indistinguishable from a many grooves across the 3 inch radial 
on one side of the cut edge is moved to ad  circle of the same d iameter. d istance. Each groove has a width , 
join the next groove along on the other s1ide The program listing carries outthis com therefore, of 0.00391394 inches. The pro
of the cut . This movement would have putation. Radially from the centre of the gram computes the sum of aseries of cir
practically no effect on the length of each of disc there is a central portion of radius 2.75 cumferences of circles with radii from 2. 75 
the coils of the groove, but would result in a inches and an outer ring of .25inch. Thus, to 5.75, each wlth a rad~ us increasing by 
series of 'almost' concentric circles each the actual groove area occupies a rad ial 0.00391304 inches at each step. The total 
differing from its neighbour by a groove's distance of 3 inches. As the record rotates obtained is divided by 36 to get an answer 
width. Because the amount of lateral 33.333 times a minute, and plays for 23 in yards. 
movement in relation to the circle's minutes, there will be a 766.666 revolu · 

Communication 
HERE'S MY CLASSIFIED AO. Problem: Urgently wan'led: Cuthbert in the Jungle, tape (please write your copy in capitals on the lines below)

DeltaDOS and manual and versions. 

cable for desperat·e Dragon Name: George Bathurst 

owner. Address: Tel : 0242 578277 

Name: Keith. (Cheltenham). 

Address: Tel: (021) 525 6018. 


Problem: Does anybody have 

a Dragon's Cl'aw interface and 

snap camera they want to part 


Name . . . •.. .. . • ... . . . . ... .. . .. .... . . . . . •... . .. . .. . ..
Problem: Wanted , Pascal with? 

compi ler, word processor Name: T. Glickman. 
 Address . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . ... . . . . . 

(preferably cartridge based), Address: 115 Epping Drive, . ... . . . .. . ...... . . . ... . . ... . Tel: . . ..... . .. . ... . . . .. . 

Lunar Rover Control and Sale. Cheshire M33 5LR. 

Communications 
Write down your problem on the coupon below (make it as brief and 
legible as possible) together with your name and address and send it 
to Communication, 49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middx TW3 4HP. 

Preble• ••.•••..••..•••••••••••••••.•••..•••••.• 

N••• • • • • ........... • • • .. •. • • • • • • •. •. •. • • • .... ' 

Mdrus •..•...•• ...........••••.....••••••••.•.• 


Classified rate: 35p per word. 

PleMe out out and send this form to : Classified Deparunent, 

Dragon User, 49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Mlddx TW3 4HP 


Adventure Contact 
To help puzzled adventurers further. we are instituting an Adventure 
Helpline - simply fill in the coupon below, stating the name of the 
adventu re, your problem and your name and address. and send It to 
Dragon User Adventure Helpine, 49 Alexandra Road , Hounslow, 
Middx TW3 4HP. As soon as enough entries have arrived, we will 
start printing them in the magazine. 

Don't worry - you'll still have Adventure Trial to write to as welll 

Advellt••······ • •••••• • •••• • •••• • • • • ••• ••····· ~ 

Preble• ...•...•.........•.•.••• • • • • ••• • • ••.•.•• 


t I • • e I • • • I • I • • I • I • • t t t t t t t t t t • • • t • • t .. .. t t ti t t I t t 

N.... •• •••••••• • . • •••••••.•••.••••••••.•••.•••• 

Addr••• It t • e I••• -t I I It It t I I It It I It I It t I I I It I I I I ·t 
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If you ' ve got a technical question write to Brian Cadge.Dragon Answers Please do not send a SAE as Brian cannot guarantee to 
answerind1v1dual inqumes . 

Constant 
Quattro 
Ihave a Dragon64 and terminal soft
ware which Iwould like to use with a 
'Quattro' modemthatlhaveacquired , 
unfortunatelywithout amanual. This 
set-up works fine for bulletin boards 
running at 1200 baud. but when I try 
to access 1200175 boards the Dragon 
canonlyreceive. Howcanlsetupthe 
RS232porton my64to runat 12oons 
baud? 

THE Dragon 's serial por1 cannot 
operate at split baud rates . 
However, the Quattro (which is 
Hayes compatible) has a !unction 
known as 'constant speed Interface· 
whichallowsthemodemtooperate 
at any line speed (Including splits) 
regardless of the baud rate between 
modem andDragon (leata,constant 
speed). 

This can be enab ed by sending 
themodemthelollowingcommand 
sequence: 

+ + + AT&l1 (lornon.splitspeeds) 
+ + +AT&l3 (lor 1200/75 or 
75/1200) 

IIyou getin a mess,you can always 
reset the modem to the factory 
default settings using: 

++ + AT&F 

Script a page 

Afriend of mine has told me about a 
language called Postscript. Ap
parently, this can be used to create 
fancy graphic displays easilyand with 
anygraphicsscreen.Can you tell me 
ii lhis language is avai lable for the 
Dragon and if sofromwhere Ican ob· 
tain it and at what price? 

Adrian Orbit 
Three Mills 

London 

Postscript is a 'page definition 
language' developed by a company 
called Adobe, which is used mainly 
in laser printers. The advantage of 
using this fanguage withinl an ' in
tel ligent' printer is that the same 
'program' can be used with any out
put device (laser printer, screen. 
typesetter etc.) that understands 
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Execute a routine 

SOMEyearsago,lsawalistingwhich 
gave an EXEC commandfor SCREEN 
0, 1on the TEXT page.Icangettheef
fectbystoring180in &HFF21and14 
in &HFF22 , but the 1lack of the 
knowledge of the EXEC command ir
ritates me.Can you oblige please? 

RDavis 
39 Boxley Drive 
West Bridgeford 

Notts. 

YOU'LL actually need to call two 
ROM routines, firslly43322 (38316 
on lhe CoCo) resets the defaull text 
screen position and display, then 

Postscript to produce the image to the 
best ability of that device. 

Postscript issimilarinstructure to 
Forth and is quitereadable . For exam
ple, tooutputthewords 'DragonUser' 
in 2inch highcharacters at the bottom 
of apage the postscript code would 
read: 

/Helvetica findfol'lt (3600144 00) 
makefont setfol'lt 
OOmoveto 
(Dragon User) show 
showpage 

Idon 'tknowof any implementations 
of Postscript for any home com· 
puters, buta 0ragon64cou ldbecon
nected to alaser printer (such as an 
Apple Laserwriter) which has the 
language built in, via the serial port. 

43536 (38530onthe Coto) with the 
screen c,olourset parameter(Oor1) 
in the 'B' register, le 

JSR 43322 
LOB x 1 
JSR43536 

Stocks 
for discs 
I have a Dragon 32 and would like 
to gel adisc drive to go with it. My 
father says he will buy me one if Ican 
find a program which will look 
after his shares on the stock 
exchange . Can you tell me if 
there are any shares programs 
for the Dragon and if so where 
can Iget one from? 

Tony Marcher 
Cardiff 

The best 'stocks and shares ' pro
gram I have seen is Shar:ebox, so 
here ls a brief description for your 
Pa ... 

Each share record is identified by a 
'short name' of uptoeightcharacters, 
which are used to sort and retrieve the 
records. For example. 'UtdNews' 
could be used as a short name for 
'Unirted News'. Within the share 
record are fields forfull name. security 
code , group number, divident 
months (up to 4) estimated yield 
percentage, purchase price,current 
price, numberofsharesheld,capital 
gains. tax creditsand dividends.Once 
all the initial data has been entered, it 
is asimple matterotkeeping the files 
uptodatewithsharepricesforthecur
renl period,and anybuying or selling 
yo:.ido. 

Some of the different re pons pro
vided for are 'list share valuation ' , 
which producesareport on the valua
tion of shares, 'list capital gains' , 
which shows all share records which 
contain capital gains or losses(iedur
ing the current year) ; 'list dividends 
received' , which shows all the 
dividends and tax credits received to 
date in the current year and calculates 
the yield percentage (the dividendsas 
apercentage oftheholding atthecur
rent price). 

The 'list income forecast' report will 
show all the shares which are ex
pected to pay dividends within the 
range of months selected , and will 
estimate the dividend received . 
Anotherfinal reportallowsa graph to 
bed rawn ofthe price changes of p,ar
ticular shares over the twelve periods. 
This gives avisual indication of their 
performance. 

Sharebox costs £16.99 and is 
available from Bob Harris (who is a 
nice man), at Harris Micro Software . 
49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, 
Middx. 
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